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repairs made to buildings.
Monmouth Hatchery.
Hatchery buildings painted, shed
built connecting cottage and stable,
water system installed
in
house,
______
new dams built for four pools, one
new concrete dam built and four
new pools added, grounds
about
hatchery and cottage graded
and
seeded.
Moosehead Hatchery
Dam and ponds graveled and pipe
Below will be found the first install- between ponds repaired.
Auburn Hatchery.
■aient of the complete report of Fish
and Game Department for the year, i Roof built over lower trough
We shall publish the same from week stand, cement floor laid in hatchery
to week as we have time and space, as building, piping system changed and
we are sure our readers will be inter eight more troughs added, cellar
ested in having a complete report of in cottage cemented, about one acre
what the department and the state are of land enclosed with wire fencing
doing to further the interests and pleas for deer park, ice house built.
ure of the sportsmen, as well as for the hatchery buildings painted, cottage
supplied with water from a nearby
interests o f our State.
spring.
Oquossoc Hatchery.
As will be noted by the following
reports of the Superintendents ofl Roof built over two ponds, woodthe hatcheries, 4,644,115 fish were shed built and coal-shed completed,
raised at the hatcheries and planted
1n the public waters of the state
•daring the season just closed, as
follows: 3,455,500 square-tailed trout,
1,#80,500 land-locked salmon, 60,615
tegue and 46,500 brown trout.
108,600 square-tailed trout, 131,500
land-locked salmon and 5,000 brown
trout are being wintered in
the i
hatcheries, to be planted as yearl-j
tags and two-year-olds next season, j
2,767,000
fish eggs have
been
taken this season, as follows:
2,380,000 land-locked salmon eggs, 305,•00 square-tailed trout eggs, 20,000
togue eggs and 85,000 brown trout,
•eggs.
As the supply of eggs secured this
season will not be sufficient, we
have purchased several million o f '
trout eggs from private hatcheries
within the state.
We have also
made application to the U. S. Fish
Oommission for a supply of land-j
locked salmon and trout eggs.
The following permanent repairs
have been made during the year at
the several hatcheries:
Lake Moxie Hatchery.
Twenty-four troughs
added to
trough stand, one large and four
small cement pools built, installed
aew gasoline engine for
grinding
liver, etc., track extended from M.
C. R. R., side track, extensive re
pairs made on main pipe line.
Belgrade Hatchery.
Hatchery buildings have been pain
«d, piazza added to house, necessary

Total of 4,644,115 Fish Planted in
1913 and Over $50,000 Col
lected in Fees and Fines.
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KENN EBAG O , M A IN E

We do not approve of the hunters’ license this fall, but we do not £
believe that it will keep everyone out of Maine. Our camps will be open Y
Y
?
all the season. Trains every day.

The most wonderful hunting in Maine is on the

BLAKESLEE
PRESERVE OF 30,000 ACRES.
We guarantee you a shot at a deer. Birds are more numerous than
ever before. If you want real hunting, write
JOE WHITE, Eustis, Maine, for booklet and particulars.
Skinner, Maine after O ctober 1.

Where Are You Planning to Spend
Your Vacation the Coming Season?
Do you know that the R A N G E L E Y L A K E S A N D DEAD
RIVER REGION situated on a high tableland in northern M AINE,
is an ideal country in the SUM MER S E A S O N , being about 2,000
feet above the sea level with magnificent mountain scenery,
spring water, pure air, and the best o f accommodations, from a
palatial, fashionable hotel to the modest but clean and comfortable
log cabin.

The SANDY RIVER £ RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
publishes a booklet descriptive of this territory, which contains a
neat little map of this whole region. It is yours for the asking.
Address

F. N. BEH L, G. P. H.,

Phillips, Maine.

installed new gasoline engine
for
grinding liver, etc., painted hatchery
buildings, finished two rooms in tenement.
Raymond Hatchery.
Hatchery buildings have been paint*
ed, 90 foot cement retaining wall
has been built, 47 foot log-sluice
built in dam.
Camden Hatchery.
Cement feeding pool built 33 x 15
ft., 21/& acres enclosed with
wire
fencing for deer park, grounds graded, walks and driveway
improved.
This included the building of a 150
foot retaining wall along the stream
in order to properly grade
the
grounds, roofs of all buildings stain- Oct.
ed. •
General Improvements.
A large sign bearing the words
“ State Fish Hatchery N o . . . . ” has
been placed in a conspicuous position on each hatchery building, and
weather vanes have also been supplied for all the hatcheries.
This
work was done by the Curator of

Union,
22, Seven Tree Pond,.
Union,
23, Chickawaukee Lake,
Rockland,
25, Andrews Pond,
Lincolnville,
25, Coleman Lake,
Lincolnville,
27, Alfords Lake,
Hope,
30, Ross Pond,
Bristol,
30, Gross Pond,
Waldoboro,
30, Peters Pond,
Waldoboro,
3, Chickawaukee
Lake, Rockland,
3, Hobbs Pond,
Hope,
4, North Pond,
Warren,
4, South Pond,
Warren,
6, Moody Pond,
Hope,

____________ PRICE 4 CENTS
5,000

OFFICERS OF
M. A. A. ELECTED
4,500

5,000

1,500
1,500
8,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,500
5,000
2,000
3,500
3,000

May Hold Joint Field Day at Po
land Spring.
The following officers o f the Maine
Automobile Association were elected at
the annual meeting of the new board of
directors held at Portland this week:
President, Walter B. Barker, Port
land; 1st vice president, Phillip J.
Deering, Portland; 2nd vice president,
Charles H. Fogg, Houlton; 3rd vice
president, E. J. Peacock, Lubec; 4th
vice president, W. A. Hennessy, Ban
gor; 5th vice president. Forest H. Col
by, Bingham; 6th vice president, John
W. Hyde, Bath; secretary—treasurer,
John Clark Scates, Westbrook; chair
man good road committee, George T.
Files, Brunswick; chairman touring in
formation, publicity and contest com-

6, Crawford Pond,
our State Museum.
mittee, Daniel W. Hoegg,Jr., Portland;
1,500 chairman legislative committee, Chas.
Union,
Report of the Camden Hatchery for
7, Canaan Lake,
the year 1913.
E. Hill, Belgrade Lakes; chairman
21,000 membership committee, J. J. Pooler,
Hope,
H. W. Libby, Supt.
7, Hosmer Pond,
No land-locked salmon eggs were
Portland
3,000
Camden,
taken at this hatchery in 1912.
All
The new directors are: Hiram W.
9, St. George Lake,
the land-locked salmon hatched here1
Ricker, Poland Spring; E. A. Doten,
5,000 Portland; Charles E. Hill, Belgrade
Liberty,
this year were from eggs shipped to
9, Damariscotta Lake,
Lakes; W. N. Taylor Portland; Silas
this hatchery from the Raymond
Damariscotta
Hatchery:
B. Adams, Portland; Stanley Bisbee,
10,000 Rumford Falls; Dr. Charles M. Sleeper,
and Jefferson,
Received on Feb. 21, 1913,
9, Norton Pond,
South Berwick; Charles S. Hichborn,
eggs from the Raymond
5,000 Augusta; Leith S. Black, Houlton;
Lincolnville,
Hatchery
80,000
9, Andrews Pond,
Prof. George T. Files, Brunswick;
Received on Feb. 28, 1913,
1,500 David Talbot, Rockland; A. Q. Miller,
Lincolnville,
eggs from the Raymond
11, Levenseller Pond,
Auburn.
Hatchery,
100,000
3,000
Lincolnville,
A committee was appointed to inves
Received on May 27, 1913,
13, Senebec Pond,
tigate the plan of working prisoners
salmon fry from the Raymond
2,500 upon the highways. This .committee
Union,
Hatchery,
40,000
13, Round Pond,
will take the matter up with the’ vari
Loss from time these eggs were
2,500 ous county commissioners of the state
Union,
received at Camden to
16, Cooks Pond,
and will ascertain the number of pris
time of hatching,
2,550
3,000 oners available for road work. The
Nobleboro,
Number hatched,
217,450
16, Kayler Pond,
committee was appointed as follows:
Loss from time of hatching
Winslow’s Mills, 1,500 A. Q. Miller, Auburn, chairman; Chas.
to time of planting,
65,450
17, Silver Lake, Isle
E. Hill, Belgrade Lakes; William N.
Number planted,
132,000
2,500 Taylor, Portland.
au Haut,
20,000 land-locked salmon are
21, Lily Pond,
One of the most interesting proposi
to be wintered at this
3,500 tions presented at the meeting was
Rockport,
hatchery.
29, Cooks Pond,
that of inviting the American Automo
These fish were liberated in the
Nobleboro,
2,000 bile Association to hold a field day in
following waters:
4, Alfords Lake,
conjunction with the Maine Automobile
Sept.
19, Pitcher Pond,
Hope,
3,000 Association at some point within the
Northport,
2,500
5, Swan Lake,
state during the coming summer. The
19, Knight’s Pond,
3,500 American Automobile Association has
Swanville,
Northport,
2,000
6, Megunticook Lake,
announced that it intended to hold an
19, Andrews Pond,
i outing in the White Mountains and an
Hope, Lincolnville
Lincolnville,
1,500
3,000 effort will be made by the Maine Auto
and Camden,
20, Andrews Pond,
No land-locked salmon were wint mobile Association to induce the organ
Lincolnville,
1,500
ered at this hatchery 1912 and 1913. ization to come over into Maine and
22, Crawford Pond,
Square-tailed Trout
hold a joint reunion with the members
No square-tailed trout eggs were of the state organization. Poland
taken at this hatchery in the fall of Spring was suggested as a suitable
1912.
place for the meeting. The idea is to
and moths wanted for colleges. Highest prices paid. Outdoor
hold a big field day where the members
Received from Cumberland
summer work. Get complete book o f instructions and details.
Send 2c stamp. JAMES SINCLAIR, Entomologist, Dept. 9,
(Contimued on pag© four.)
(Continued on page five.)
Los Angeles Cal.
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THe Safest Breech-Loading

12 and 16 Gauge
Hammerless
“ Pump”
Guns
Quick
Shots!

shotgun is a fine-appearing, beautifully-balanced gun, without
—
any objectionable humps or bumps; no holes on top for gas to blow out through or water to get in ;
can’ t freeze up with rain, snow or sleet; its solid steel breech (not a shell of wood) permits a
thoroughly symmetrical gun without sacrificing strength or safety; it is the safest breech-loading
shotgun ever built,
... _.
I t is Hammerless with Solid Steel Breech (inside as well as out)—Solid Top—Side Ejection
—Matted Barrel (which costs $4.00 extra on other guns)—Press Button Cartridge ReleM e—(to
remove loaded cartridges quickly from magazine without working through action) Double Ex trac
tors—^
Take-Down Feature—Trigger and Hammer Safety. Handles rapidly ; guaranteed in shoot
ing ability: price standard Grade “ A ’* 12-gauge gun, $ 2 2 ,6 0 ; 16-gauge, $24.00,
Send 3 stamps postage for big catalog describing all
^ 7 .
J0r*os7i*m c
I
2/Zat&rs repeating shotguns (hammer and hammer*
less), all Bunniinrepeating rifles, etc. D o it now l
8 y e llo w Street, New Haven, Conn.

BOSTON BARRED OW LS
A t hena’s Birds Naturally Seek Her
Modern Ci t y— T h e
Owl
a
Benefactor to Farmers.

are present I do not see small birds
taking part in the re w.
In the
al sene e of the big birds the smaller
ones will, many of tl em get greatly
excited over the presence of an owl
and pester him.
T! is is no doubt
one reason why owls keep secluded
on bVight days.
The other
birds
which are abroad in numbers
at
such times mob them ’and make life
a burden.
Barred owls see well
enough to hurt by day and often do
it, though they prefer the twilight
or dull weather.
They hunt
by
moonlight hut on pitch dark nights
do not seem to stir about much. I
doubt if they can see well then and
I think they sleep at such times
like the rest of us.
These birds are the “ hoot owls”
that sometimes frighten people
by
their tones, at once so weird and so
human.
An Iowa observer thus
describes them:
“ The base
in
which they work is a hoo-hco or toctoo, but these syllables are modified
and interchanged at pleasure. Here
are a few samples taken down as
uttered by one of these birds when
close to it.
‘Hoo-hoo, ho-ho-ho-hcho, hoo-hco, too-too.
Now and then
you hear a coarse, mocking laugh,
very human-like, and again a mourn
ful wail.
Sometimes their notes are
all cut up and uttered in
great
haste, with seemingly no cause for
these violent outbursts. , I disturb
ed a young bird once, causing one
of its parents great uneasiness. It
is impossible to describe all the
notes uttered by it at this
time;
they were rendered in a subdued
muttering and complaining strain,
part of which sounded exactly like,
‘Old foci, old fool don’t-do-it, don’tdo-it.”

That the fame of Boston as a
centre of wisdom goes far abroad
is well known.
This is manifested
in many ways, seme of which cause
surprise, here and elsewhere. Swamis
Babas, Mazdaznans, Zinfandels and
whatnots flock to our cultured cir
cles ar.d shed or assume wisdom as
the case may be.
And to us come
the owls, the very birds of brain
born Minerva.
I knew of no other
city frequented by these classic
representatives of Pallas Athens.
It is a rather curicus thing that
the owls, birds of the deep woods
and seclusion, as a rule, almost
without exception should come
to
roost on Beacon Hill, and if its
not our reputation for wisdom that
attracts them, what does?
I do
not know if he has yet appeared
this winter, hut for several winters
past a fine specimen of Strix varia,
known commonly as the barred owl
has spent the snowy months within
easy hooting distance of the State
House, “ warming his five
wits”
within the shadow of the belfry of
Park street Church. • Thousands of
people have thus seen him sitting,
and it is quite the custom to ling
er in crowds on the sidewalk
and
watch the owl.
I have seen Fakir’s
row wave its arms above its ears
in vain, in the very ecstacy of its
Christmas delirium, while customers
turned their backs to watch for the
birds of Minerva sitting in
his
fluffed-out feathers in a tree above
the graves of the Puritans.
Strix varia is the most common of] It is no wonder that even people
our large owls, still to he found ] horn in the woeds are sometimes anestling here and there in our Massa-I fraid of an owl, especially when it
cliusetts woodlands and much more! is a barred owl and they see his
numerous in other portions of its i great eyes peering from his ghostly
range, which is from the great human heal in the twiligl t and he
western plains to the Atlantic and hoots and talks to them like that.
Barred owls nest in a hollow tree
from South Canada to the Gulf
States, where it is replaced by a ! if they can find one, usually in the
and
bird slightly darker but otherwise' depths of deep, dark swamps
If the hollow
similar.
Once in a while, walking! near a watercourse.
the woods of my town, I hear
a j is not available they take the nest
great uproar cf crows and general of a hawk or crow and occupy it.
ly when I reach the convention and Often they do not find the hollcw of
find the cause of it I see that they this large enough for their purpose
are mobbing a barred owl.
They; and they enlarge it by throwing out
They
yell themselves hearse, dart at some of the lining of twigs.
him and go quite wild with excite cling to their nestirg places and,
ment, but I never knew them to do even when the eggs or young are
more than annoy the big bird which taken again and again, return to
Even here in New England
simply skulks through the thickest them.
evergreens, doing his test to avoid they sometimes lay their three or
his tormentors.
Jays join
wiljt four white eggs as early as Febru
C. L. Raw son of Connecti
the crows sometimes but when they ary.
cut tells of taking the eggs from
solid cakes of ice formed in the
nests both in holes and in crows’
nests, in February when there was
snow on ti e ground.
These I be
lieve to be exceptionally early nest
ings, eggs being found in March or
even in April.
The brooding bird
will sometimes stick to the eggs un
til poked eff, sticking (lose by them,
snapping her beak and hissing.
In spite of his sinister voice and
his evil reputation the barred owl
Maine W oods conducts a first- is not a harmful bird, but is on the
contrary beneficial to man.
Only
class jo b Department.
It is well rarely does be take pcuKry or game,
equipped with modern type and but spends most of his time mouse
hunting.
Ti e great horned owl
machinery, and is in charge of which is about the barred
owl’s
size, is no doubt a \illian, to the
experienced men.
other bird, people not readily dis
No matter what you need in criminating between the two. Yet
a careful examinatn n of ninety-five
the way of Job Printing, you
stomachs by C. Hart Merriam of
the United States Department of
send it to
i
Agriculture, in charge of the Di
vision of Ornithology and Mammalo
gy, shows that only t: ree contained
poultry, tweh e, other birds, among
them two screech owls and a sawwhet owl, but no game birds. Forty
Phillips, (tfaine
• ntained mice, and fifteen held oth
er mammals, of wl h h only a few
were rabbits or squirrels. Four had
frogs, nine crawfish, two other fish,

JOB PRINTING

MAINE WOODS,

and sixteen, nothing at all. Thus it
will be seen that the barred owl
is in the main a mouser, and
as
such distinctly a beneficial bird.
To return to our Boston barred
owls; the one that inhabits the
Granary Burying Ground is not the
only one in the city. The other day
a man going through Wood Island
Park at East Boston saw a big
barred owl sitting up in one of the
trees.
Man-like he rushed immed
iately to capture him, but the owl
used beak and claws so well that
his captor might have been worsted
had he not found a stick with which
he stunned the bird.
Later I saw
this owl at the State House, where
he stopped long enough to have his
picture taken and to he generally
admired before going on to the Zoo
whither the Fish and Game Commis
sion usually take such acquisitions.
It Was interesting to turn the basket
in which his bird sat.
He’d still
keep his eyes on you while his
body made a complete circle.
He
looked just as comfortable with his
beak facing directly toward his tail
as when it faced front, and so
smoothly did the neck feathers slip
over one another that there was not
the slightest disarrangement of them.
The bird bad wonderful plumage, but
most wonderful of all were the great,
round intensely black and brilliant
eyes.
On no living creature have
i ever seen such brilliantly beauti
ful eyes.
For them alone such bird
should be welcome to our city. Plato
of old spoke derisively of those who
sent owls to Athens.
If
some
wood-warden of the wild is sending
them to Boston let us applaud him.—
Winthrop Packard in the Transcript.
GENTLEMEN

PRESENT
QUET.

AT

BAN

At the banquet of the Fish and
Game association at Augusta re
cently the following were seated at
the tables:
J. Putnam Stevens of
Portland; R. J. Hodgson of Lewis
ton; E. E. Newbert of Augusta; G
C. Wilson of Auburn; E. M. Low
ell of Lewiston; W. E. Plummer of
Lewiston; R. N. Randall of Lewis
ton; W. T. Emerson of Augusta; * H.
N. Whitman of Augusta; Geo. O.
Athorne of Eliot; A. T. H. Free of
Lewiston; B. A. Parker of
North
Berwick; N. B. Estes of Lewiston;
D. L. Cummings of Houlton; M. J.
Gocgin of Lewiston;
D. F. Field
of Phillips; Walter I. Neal of Bel
fast; M. P. Murphy of Oxbow; T.
A. James of Augusta; E. King
of
Skowhegan; Frank J. Durgin of The
Forks; Colin McRitcbie of Holeb;
Forrest A. Newton of Jackman; M.
S. Campbell of Augusta; Charles A.
Hill of Belgrade Lakes; E. H. Low
ell of Rangeley Lakes; B. F. Spen
cer of Eddington; William Greenleaf
of Auburn; L. P. Sweet of Bangor;
H. S. Stone of Bangor;
Howard
Wood of Greenville; L. N. Simmons
of Belfast; D. W. Stanley of Sebago Lake; Geo. E. Cushman of Port
land; J. Clement Murphy of Augus
ta; M. C. Merrill of Gray; Fred R.
Smith of Pittsfield; E. E. Sweet of
Mars Hill; John R. Flint of Monson; Fred A. Willis of Bath; Fred W
Lee of Augusta; Charles P. Gray of
Fryeburg; Roy L. Marston of Skowliegan; J. S. P. H. Wilson of Au
burn; Blaine S. Viles cf Augusta;
W. T. Pollard of Foxcroft; David F.
Brown of Greenville Junction; Harry
Austin of Phillips; C. F. Maines of
Lewiston; Major Lowe of St. Fran
cis; John F. Sprague of Dover; Sam
uel Stewart of Augusta; Ezra
H.
White; Byron Boyd of Augusta.
ICE B O A T I N G ON C O B B O S S E E C O N 
TEE.

Ice boating, the most exhilarating
as well as the most dangerous of
all winter sports, has entered upon
its annual reign and for some weeks,
if the elements are at all kind, will
call many from Augusta and near
by cities to the surrounding lakes
and ponds.
Some will even journey
from the larger cities to the lakes
of Maine lured by the fascination of
the thrilling pleasure of ice naviga
tion.
Lake Cobbosseecontee is at present
a splendid opportunity for the ac
tivities of owners of the steel-shod
craft.
Although snow arrived after
a large portion of the lake had
frozen oyer a considerable part of
the surface is in fine condition. A
stretch of water from Robinson Light
almost to Hammond’s Grove re
mained open until after the last
snowfall with the result that the
recently formed ice is very smooth.
This stretch is about two miles long
and over a half mile wide.
The

greater portion of the rest of the fire gun and the dog had been left
lake presents a fairly good sailing out.
Results, the game hog with
surface, a fact which is easily ex his trained dogs came in unawares;
plainable.
At the time of the first on me one day and skinned me up.
snow the ice was so thin that the Last year with much caution and
surface was overburdened and was judicious shooting, I managed
te>
broken in, thereby allowing the leave a few birds to restock
thewater to overflow.
In this way a woods, which gave the game hogs
snow ice was formed.
and their dogs this good year’s hunt..
Among those who have set
up
I hardly believe there is a bird,
their boats are Harry Stone of East left to inhabit or raise her brood
Winthrop, Lewis Cleaves, in charge in this coveted spot by the birds
of the electric power station
at for another season.
There was aEast Winthrop, Harold C. Partridge time in the past when the trained,
of Augusta, owner of the Mytefast, dog might have been all right but
a craft which lives up to its name, now he is all wrong in my opinion.
William Moyes of Augusta, owner of Come now, brother sportsmen, let
the Comet, Bert Farr of East us set up such a howl that it will
Winthrop, pilot of the Icicle. Harold deafen the howl of the dog and theHichborn and Charles Kinsman of dog owner, which will be sure toAugusta with the Reindeer and Snow come, and protect our fast diminKing respectively.
ishing game birds and animals. I
Shirley Foster of this city is believe like Single Shot we might
building a craft entirely different all be a little like Daniel and be
from any type ever seen on Lake something of a warden and haveCobbosseecontee.
It is a lateen some game left, than an up-to-date
rigged boat of the kind in use on hog with automatics and automoLake Champlain where Mr. Foster biles, filled with trained dogs and.
was a visitor last summer.
The covering fifty miles a day and skin
craft carries one big sail and
its ning up every patch of woods lie
steering apparatus is much different comes to, provide the lot is not post
in -arrangement from those common ed or the owner away or perhaps,
hereabouts.
The lateen-sail, from both.
Perhaps this will set some
which the craft takes its name, is true sportsmen to thinking anyway*
a triangular sail, extended by a for if we want to be fair minded and
long yard slung about one quarter give every fair minded brother and.
the distance from the lower
end sportsman a fair show, with our fast
which is brought down at the tack, diminishing game, the fast gun and
the other end being elevated at a n ! dog must go.
angle of about forty-five
degrees.
Piggie, Pennsylvania.
Melvin H. Simmons of Hallowell is
another who has been getting his
FISH A N D G A M E N O T E S
boat into shape for the season. The
several splendid craft of the late
Commodore Daniel C. Robinson will
Alonzo Bacon, employed in the
be greatly missed from the
fleet. government fish hatchery at Grand
Harris Woodman of Winthrop
has Lake Stream, was recently mistaken,
taken has boat to Lake Maranacook. for a deer and killed.
Bacon wast
The Wilkins boat owned in Bailey- working by himself in a stream
ville has undergone extensive im near Dobsis Lake stripping fish
provements.
Others now building when he was shot.
The victim of
boats are Jewett brothers of East the accident was a registered guide
Winthrop, Joseph Broadhead of the and leaves a wife and several child
Quaker Hill or East Shore
road, ren.
and Ray Burns of Augusta.
J

*

4

A real bull moose was seen in
the highway near the home of
Charles Rackley of Topsham in Oct
Another type of craft answering ober.
William Noyes heard of the
something of the purpose of thd direction which the animal had gone*
iceboat, but much less dangerous, mounted his bicycle and armed with
is in use by some at Cobbosseecon a kodak, started in pursuit.
He
tee.
These boats are termed got within 30 feet of the big fellow
“ scooters.”
They carry parallel when the latter turned his head and
runners and can travel in the water Noyes made the picture. The ani
in case of any accident.
Among j mal after having “ looked pleasant
the owners of these craft are F. B. j please” continued cn his journey.
Puringtcn with the Snow Baby and j
F. G. Kinsman of Augusta.
Plans
Bootlibay Register:—J. W. Dear
are already being discussed for the
holding of a big ice boat regatta born is a great fisherman farmer*
a
as well as hunter. He caught
a little later.—Kennebec Journal.
large hake the other
night off
Damariscotta Island that had
an
D O G S M U S T GO I F W E P R O T E C T
ear
of
green
corn
five
inches
long
T H E GAME.
in him, and he says anyone buying
fish of him this fall can be assured
To the Editor o f Maine Woods:
they are corn fed.
As John ia
Brewer Maine, Jan. 8, 1914. j
such a hunter, fisherman, etc., Capt.
Enclosed please find
$1.00 for;
Tocthaker of yacht fisherman LochMaine Woods.
I did not mean to
invar, vowed he would not be out
make you wait so long, you will
done, so he went and caught a big
also find the following article on
hake having a carrier pigeon in it
dogs.
He thinks the same as I
with a silver band around his leg,
do.
The bird dogs around here
number W 43179 within, found byhave about cleaned the small game
Jake McPhane in splitting the fish.
up.
There was a time when a man
Although these are fisli stories, they
could go back of Brewer and get a j are facts.
few partridges.
I have hunted 25 [
seasons and never have seen rabbits j
and partridges as scarce as
this1 Every ssue of Maine Woods Car
Pine
season and dogs are the cause of I ries a Fresh Wh i f f of the
it all.
T r e e State wi th it.
W h y Not Sub
If we want to save our small game i scribe and Get a Steady Breeze Al l
they have got to go as well as the Ithe Year.
deer dog. All hunters in the state of
Maine should pay one dollar
for
hunting.
Y"ours truly,
C. E. Bissell.
I have the November No. of the H- ]
U. W. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST
T-T before me with an article “ Game!
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle*
Protection.”
I like the writer of Indian
Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
M A IN *
this article, “ Single Shot,” I want RANGELEY,
to get in my growl.
Single Shot
and my own opinions run parallel.
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
Theyt are made for
J, for one, realize that there must
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
be something done if we want any
Known the world over for excel
game left and if there is not some
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
thing done soon, a number of our
M. L. CETCH ELL CO.,
game birds and fur bearing ani Monmouth,
.
.
.
Main©
mals will be where the American1
bison is, only in parks or menager
ies.
These places are r.o good for
RODS A N D SNOW SH OES
too sportsman, therefore why should
I make Rangeley wood and split
not every brother reader of the HT-T put in his protest now? As for bamboo rods for fly fishing and trolling.
the dog, he has no stauncher friend Rods to let. Snowsboes to order.
E. T. HOAR, Rangeley, Me.
than myself, but if we would pre
serve cur game, he must go, and
the game heg with him. For in
FREE INFORMATION ON HOW TO
stance, I have a wood lot of fifty DO TANNING—Ser.d for our illus
acres.
There were several broods trated circulars; on t, xidermist work,
of pheasants reared on the lot. There custom tanning and manufacturing o f
would have been good shooting for ladies’ furs, robes, coats, rugs, glove©
a limited amount of sportsmen for and mittens, from the trajper to vta r
the whole season, provided the rapid er. W. W. Weaver, Reading, Mich.
The

Scooters.

TAXIDERMISTS
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To b a c c o S h o u ld be Sm oked Up
A s Soon as it’s C u t Up
Then it is bound to be fresh — to smoke cool and
sweet— because the natural moisture hasn’t a chance to
escape. That’s the reason experienced smokers stick to
the good old Sickle plug— slice off a fresh pipeful as they
need it— and get all the original flavor and fragrance
that have been p ressed in the plug, and kept there by the
natural leaf wrapper.
These smokers coula save a minute’s time by getting their
tobacco already cut up—but they know it would also be dried up,
would bum fast and bite their tongues.

as fancy or circumstance dictate.
As stated in an earlier paragraph,
no schedule for one office should be
expected to apply without change in
another. However, it will be read
ily seen from the above that stup
endous tasks in the editorial line
may be handled with ease if a care
fully thought out routine is followed.
Our heart is bulging
with sym
pathy for any newspaper man who
is trying to do his work in the old
fashioned haphazard way. We shall
cheerfully furnish advice, when so
licited, in further explanation of the
system which has changed our own
days from a succession of irksome
and conflicting tasks into one grand
sweet song.
Copied

from

the Kennebec

Journal

S

TART on your fall hunt supplied with Peters Shells— the
ammunition that you can always depend on for shooting
quality and results.
It is not necessary to use high-priced ammunition to win success
at the traps or in tne field.

"STEEL WHERE STEEL BELONGS”

S H O T CUN SH ELLS
give real and complete satisfaction, but their co9t is within the reach of
all. Barton Lewis won the U. S. Amateur Championship at Dayton, O.,
June 17, 1913, scoring 195 out of 200 with Peters “ Target” —medium
priced shell for Bulk Smokeless. Chas. A. Young won the Professional
Championship of the United States, scoring 197 out of 200 with Peters
“ High Gun” —medium priced Shell for Dense Smokeless.

The Biddeford Journal informs th
Portland Press as to the conditions
facing the country editor. Said the
Press:
Say PETERS when buying ammunition for your next tournament or hunt.
You’ll find solid satisfaction in smoking Sickle. And you’ll
“ The editor of the Skowhegan Re
Sportsmen’s Handy Book, with 1913 Game Laws. FREE for the asking.
get more tobacco, because there is no package to pay for. Your
porter and the editor of the Rumford
dealer sells Sickle.
Falls Times must have a lot of time
on their hands.
They are reported
Branches:
NEW YORK
NEW ORLEANS
SAN FRANCISCO
as being engaged in a checker match
by wire in which both parties make
one move a day.
Sort of a mud
turtle game as it were.”
GENUINE [PALM ER
And comes back the Journal:
“ In assuming that those editors
have lots of time, because they make
but one move a day in that checker
game, the editor of the Press got
in wrong.
As a matter of fact,
they make but one move a day
probably because they have no other
time for more.
The country edi
In complete assortment for immediat
tor, who does editorial work,
sets
delivery.
N E W S P A P E R M E N S H O U L D C O P Y give the experience, that
brother type, does job printing, cleans the
rollers, sweeps floors, saws wood for
IND EPEND ENT-REPO RTER
Prescott and 'others of the craft may'
TRADE
M ARK
house and office and keeps on the
SYSTEM.
i banish their troubles in following our j track of the financial end of busOf course each editor will iness, hasn’t time to play a whole
Catalogue on request
In a nearby column may be seen example.
SOLE AGENT FOR U.S.A.
comments by brother editors prompt- have to make slight changes to a- game of checkers, as it ought to
*d by the checker game now going c* dapt our program to his peculiar cir- be played, at one sitting.” — (From
between this paper and the Rumford 1cumstances, but from the following the Independent-Reporter of Jan. 8,
The Biddeford Jour- account of one editorial day in the 1913.)
BO STO N . M A SS.
Falls Times.
S T Y L E ,40.1 -2
aal defends our plan of one move Independent-Reporter office, we know
a day on the ground that we could i a»y harrassed or overworked brother I N T E R E S T S IN M A T T E R S O F R U R 
It had been planned for
on flourishing and increasing and conscious.
kardly be expected to have time for can arrange something that
will
AL CONCERN.
his son to accompany him on the
benefiting mankind.
more.
The Journal also enumerat- greatly Uehten his burden'
There is something so serene and hunt, but circumstances forbade for
«s, in an unscientific way, a few of A DAY’S W O R K .
SCHEDULE
Newtonville, Mass.,
Later, the son being
settled
in the majesty of woodland j the time.
the things that take up the attenF O L L O W E D BY OUR EDITOR
January 10, 1914.
scenery that enters into the souls |free, he left the home and repaired
tlcn of a country editor. It is plain
IN C H I E F ,
To the Editor of Main© Woods:
that we regret the vast changes made into the woods to join his father.
to be seen he does not understand
I am reminded by the New Year
He found him lying in a pool of
how carefully we apply system to
Cut of bed at three a. m. First that another portion of time has yearly by the lumber and paper in
blood
unconscious.
Kadra was
terests.
«ur work and what prodigious re-1 hour, morning ablutions.
Second passed, by which we are accustomed
It is becoming, then, for the fu taken to the Union Avenue Hospi
gults may be accomplished
thereby, nour, morning
devotions.Third hourto measure in rosppect the space
Our sympathy goes out to
brother exercise in the open air.
(Usually that is alloted us here, and the re ture interest and welfare of Maine, tal where it was said that he had
to an even chance for recovery.
sawing
wood,
but
tennis,
club
swing flection at the close of the old and in fact New England in general
Prescott of . the Journal.
We have
cherish
the
forests
and
to
perpetuate
keen through the same deadly grind. ing etc, may be substituted if pre the commencement of the New Year
them by cultivation and more sys
BR O W NTA IL MOTH WORK
We know just how the poor man is ferred.)
are calculated, if we do not cheat
The logs
that
Six to six-thirty, breakfast with ourselves, to make us better than tematic cutting.
staggering along, his days filled with
come down the rivers now are such a
Six-thirty to seven, walk we otherwise should be.
a frantic chaos of half accomplished family.
Major E. E. Philbrook, special field
If, in an
tasks and the period that ought to to office, three miles. Seven to eigh endeavor to do right, and write more contrast to those giant trees that agent in browntail and gypsy moth
rose so straight and high toward work, issued Saturday his bulletin
be repose only a nightmare full of opening and sorting of gifts. Eggs, frequently to “ Maine Woods,”
we
dread for the morrow.
Our ex berries, fruit and vegetables are fall short, we shall still be in the heaven when I was connected with for the month of December.
The
table; way of duty, and that is first to be lumbering interests in Northern New pamphlet contains an interesting and
istence was once that same blind, sent home for the family
Hampshire and Maine a few years extremely instructive account of the
uncharted sea whereon our Bidde live animals to the public park; cut looked at.
I hope the unerring Wis
ford brother is now wandering. Re flowers, potted plants and delicacies dom will not judge too closely be ago.
introduction of the gypsy and brown
W. W. Blair.
lief, through a systematic arrange distributed to the hospitals. Eight tween my actions and failures for
tail moths into New England, and
ment of each day’s duties, has been to eight-five, complaints received my mind turns back to Maine almost
the various chapters in the history
Coroner, under as frequently as its powers
ao complete and our gratitude so and disposed of.
of
OWN
G U N of the campaign against both
are H U N T E R S H O T B Y
unbounded that we are moved
to taker, physician and sheriff in wait brought into separate action, and al
these pests.
Concise information
ing during this period.
Fatalities ways with an interest that animat
While hunting rabbits in the woods is given regarding the most proper
interred in subbasement. Eight-five es and quickens the pulse.
How a mile from his home recently, method of dealing with the plagues.
to nine, conference with checker ex could it be otherwise when the scen Melham Kadra, 50 years old, acci Of particular value is the further
perts of the town and move made in ery in front, side and rear, and all dentally shot himself in the left account of the introduction of par
the Reporter-Rumford Times game. within is unrivalled, as are
of
the shoulder and wa& later found un asites into Maine as a means
TIME TABLE
Nine to ten, reports from depart shooting, fishing, canoeing and other conscious in the woods by his son, extermination of both the gypsy
ment heads received; instructions is recreations.
In Effect, December 15th, 1913.
Possibly at this sea who had gone to join him in the and brown tail moths. The results
sue<J for the conduct of the busin son of the year a little deviation fro
have been so encouraging that now
hunt.
ess.
Ten to eleven, shave, facial shooting, fishing, canoeing might be
STRONG
Kadra had cornered a rabbit and the breeding of parasites for this
PASSENGER TRAIN S leave Strong fo r Farm massage, etc., during which editor of more interest to you.
was waiting for its appearance. He purpose is one of the important
ington. at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M .; fo r Phillips ials
are dictated to stenographer.
I find in listening to the conver leaned his gun against a tree. When works of the department interested
*t 12.31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. and fo r Rangeley at
4.47 P. M. aod for Kingfield and Bigelow at 5-50 Eleven to twelve reflection and
re sation, and talking with men of var
the rabbit poked its nose from its in the campaign against the plagues
P. M
Telephone disconnected, san ied professions, an unusual interest
PASSENGER TRAIN S arrive at S trong from pose.
hole, Kadra grasped his gun with mentioned. The pamphlet also con
Farmington at 12 31 P. M. and 5.47 P. M,; from ctum door locked.
Employees and in matters of rural concern. I notice such haste that it was accidentally tains several fine . photographs of
Phillips at 6.23 A. M.; and from Rangeley and
Phillips at 1.37 P. M .; and Bigelow and Kingfield the public absolutely excluded. This with what taste and discrimination,
discharged.
The full charge of the operations of workers employed by
at 1.25 P. M
of perfect quiet is the most and what strong, unaffected interest,
MIXED TRAINS leave Strong for Farmington hour
gun
tore
an
ugly
wound through his the state to discover and extermin
at8.45 A. M.; and fo r Kingfield at 5.60 P. M.
important part of the day.
they discuss topics which,
as a left shoulder.
One of the bones ate the insects. • Illustrations of
MIXED TRAIN S arrive at S trong from Phil
lips at 8.45 A. M.; from Kingfield at 2.10 P. M.
several forms of the pests are also
Twelve to one, lunch with steno rule, are abandoned to mere wood was shattered.
and from Farmington at 11.45 A . M.
shown.
grapher.
One
to
three,
iron
shut
men
or
rustic
cultivators.
Men
at
the
Kadra,
realizing
the
seriousness
of
PHILLIPS
PASSENGER TR A IN leaves Phillips for ters unbarred, windows thrown open head of educational institutions, le the wound, turned from the
woods
Farmington, at 6.00 A . M. and 1.15 P. M.; fo r in subscription department and sub gal professions, industrial and other
to go home.
The blood flushed from
Maine Woods Ads. Pay Best Be
Rangeley at 6.16 P. M.
Three to four, enterprises descant on nature and his wound in torrents and before he cause it Reaches the People
PASSENGER T R A IN arrives at Phillips from scriptions received.
You
Farmington at 12.63 P. M and 6.10 P. W-; from
sorting and counting subscription re forest scenery, even the shape and had made much headway he fell un W a n t for Customers.
T r y it.
Rangeley at 12.20 P. M.
MIXED TR A IN leaves Phillips fo r Farming- ceipts, in packing currency in bales, beauty of particular trees with the
ton at 7.30 A. M and fo r Rangeley at 7.40 A. M.
MIXED TR AIN arrives at Phillips from Farm and coin in bags, chests and barrels science and feeling of a
painter.
ington at 2.16 P.M.and from Rangeley at 8.00 P. M. ready for deposit.
Four to four There is something nobly simple and
RANGELEY
T H E
thirty loading funds on motor truck pure in such a taste.
It hrgues, I
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves Rangeley fo r
Loading think, a sweet and generous nature
Farmington at 10.40 A . M.; and arrives from and transporting to bank.
Farmington at 8.00 P. M.
husky to have this strong relish for the
MIXED TR A IN arrives from Phillips at 10.16 and unloading is done by
A. M.; and leaves fo r Phillips at 10.55 A. M.
freight handlers, but editor invariab beauties of vegetation and this friend
SALEM
'
ly acts as chauffeur in imitation of ship for the hardy and glorious sons
THE SPORTSMAN’S NEWSPAPER OE AMERICA
PASSENGER T R A IN leaves fo r Strong and
he easily of the forest.
Farmington at 12.50 P. M .: and arrives from the humble days when
(Published weekly, Established 1874.)
Farmington and Strong at 2.28 P. M.
transferred the daily receipts, with
I believe this interest is being
MIXED TRAIN leaves Salem fo r Strong and
Subscription 34. a year, 32. fo r 6 m onths: Sam ple cop y free if you mention Maine W ood s
to stimulated by the forest conservation
Farmington at 1.15 P . M .; and arrives from a wheelbarrow, from bis office
Strong at 6.25 P. M.
Thia American FiaU collects news by its own staff representatives and
the bank.
Four-tlnrty to six, de under the Weeks hill.
KINGFIELD
special reporters, giving authoritative reports of leading events in the
putations of local, state and nation
Certainly there is a grandeur of sp irtsman’ s world. Its recreative columns are always replete with inter
PASSENGER TR AIN leaves Kingfield for
Farmington at 12.40 P. M .; and arrives from al politicians, and foreign diplomats thought connected with this part of
esting articles and contributions and open a wide field for discussiou of all
Farmington and Strong at 2.50 P. M., and from
lecieved; invitations to run for Con rural economy— and heroic line of
su bjects that interest sportsmen.
Bigelow at 4.50 P. MMIXED TRAIN leaves Kingfield fo r Bigelow gress, Senator, and Governor,
re husbandry so to speak. The present
The departments o f Tha American Field are: Editorial, Game and Shooting. Fish
at 7.45 A. M. and for Strong at 12.35 P. M
and Fishing, Natural history. Hunting. Kennel, Trap Shooting, Rifle, Revolver
MIXED TRAIN arrives from B igelow at 11.30 fused; appointments to foreign lega rate of forest depletion
warrants
and Pistol, Queries and Answers.
A. M. and from Strong at 6.50 P. M.
tions declined.
Interviews of this looking forward to future ages and
SEND ONE DOLL VR FOR THREE M ONTH S’ T R iA L SU BSCRIPTION BIGELOW
I f not more than satisfied w ith it the m oney w ill he refunded on request
nature strictly limited to this clos planting trees for
posterity—of
MIXED TRAIN leaves B igelow fo r Strong
and Farmington at 10.00 A. M., and arrives from ing period of the business day. Six course, some of us cannot expect to
Kingfield at 9.15 A. M.
sit in the shade nor enjoy the shel
PASSENGER TRAIN arrives from Farmington to seven, dinner with the cashier.
801 MASONIC TEMPLE, CHICAGO.
and Strong at 3.43 P. M .;and leaves fo r Kingter
of such planting but we exult
Evening
passed
in
diversions
with
field at 4.00 P. M.
in
the
idea
that
the
forest
shall
keep
motor
car,
steam
yacht
or
aeroplane
F. N. BEAL, G. P. A.

3 Ounces

Slice it £3

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

Waterproof, Oil Tan Moccasins
Tanned and manufactured by the
original JOHN PALMER "who
for over thirty years has made
the best moccasins in North
America.

CLARK-HUTCHINSON
COMPANY,

SANDY RIVER & RANGELEY
LAKES RAILROAD

Address AMERICAN FIELD PUBLISHING COMPANY
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MAINE WOODS

The of the ore which was found there, has numerous tributaries. The Sliinu
acteristics that mark most Aroostook at length upon its beauties.
what ponds, ten miles from Patten, are*
fish.
They are of good size and are sail from Greenville Junction to the is now only a reminder of
so gamy that not a few anglers aver head of the lake, a distance of forty once promised to be an important famous fishing waters and abound
ISSUED WEEKLY
It is reached by the B. &
that fly-fishing for bass and perch miles; is a trip that always lingers center.
in fine trout and salmon. The cool
in the memory. On both shores of A.’s branch which leaves the main waters offer good fly fishing even
cannot be beaten for sport.
Phillips, Maine
It is time wasted to set forth |the lake are numerous resorts, hotels line at Brownville and then skirts in the midst of hot weather. The
rules for the fishermen. As Izaak; and camps, beginning with Capen’^s the Pleasant river, crossing the Ca-j same conditions will be found at
nadian Pacific railway at Brownville
Walton, himself, observes the dif on Deer Island.
L. B. BRACKETT,
Grand lake, below Grand lake dam*
Junction.
Twelve
miles
by
steamer
from
Business Manager ferent
localities call for different
at the head of the East Branch.
Even in Maine there are few lo
tactics.
Likewise what one man Greenville is Lily Bay, one of the
UP-NORTH WATERS
Over calities more richly endowed in
may recommend for tackle may call largest inlets of Moosehead.
OUTING EDITION
The village is
forth only condemnation from
the land by a broad and picturesque scenic attractions.
With the ‘expansion of the B. &
8 pages ..........................................
$1.00 per year
next angler.
If the fisherman has highway which leads for seven miles nested in a semicircle of mountain A. system to the nqrthward has comeLOCAL EDITION
a good guide it is certain that
he through the woods is Kokad-jo Inn, peaks and at the very entrance are the opening to fishermen of numerou
12 and 16 p a g e s ................................ $1.60 per year
formerly known as the Roach River Pleasant river and Silver lake. A 1
will
learn
more
from
him
regard
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub
choice angling grounds, indeed, this,
scription 60 cents extra. Foreign subscription ing
the special waters which he House, and here is Roach Pond, half a mile away is Ore Mountain ai4 new section is following close on
76 cents extra.
is fishing than from any other source. another of the beautiful lakes for further on are Big and Little Hous the heels of the older territories so*,
Big Houston,
where
And, too, the general information im -; which this wonderland is justly ton ponds.
far as records for big catches areEntered as second class matter. January 21, parted tfy a skilled guide is general famous.
Another seven miles brings are located Moore’s Camps, as well
concerned.
Not so many years ago.
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
as
its
neighboring
and
smaller
lake,
the
angler
to
Second
Roach.
Other
ly more practical and safer to fol
this region which is now attracting
the A ct of March 3.1879,
low than the advice put forth
by ponds in this vicinity are Mountain, are fine fishing spots.
many out-of-state fishermen wafe con
Just north of Brownville and with
Ragged and Caribou and Deer lakes,
bookish experts.
The Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire
in a couple hours’ ride of Bangor is sidered quite inaccessible but now
On the subject of flies, alone, there all excellent trout waters.
state o f Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
This is one of the this is all changed, because of the
Farther up Moosehead from Lily Schoodie lake.
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county is a good sized library. These books
splendid traveling accommodations,
may be read and then the fisherman Bay is flint-coated Mount Kineo, the best known waters, and is particu
locally.
which this up-to-date railroad system,
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish will experiment for
best
results. splendid and abrupt eminence at the larly famed because of its togue, the
provides.
and game photographs from ta readers.
fish
caught
there
frequently
tipping
base
of
which
is
the
Mount
Kineo
i
Some
of
the
favorite
flies
are
Silver
When ordering the address o
vour raper
Silver j House, American’s finest inland wat t the scales as high as twenty pounds, j On the Ashland branch, for in-,
changed, please give the old as weil as new Doctor, Parmachenee Belle,
found stance, is Big Machias river and its
Here there is every enter In this neighborhood are
address.
Hackle, Montreal, Professor, Alder, hotel.
Farther up the
Red Hackle, Jungle Cock, and Cow-i tainment for the guest. Beside hunt Seboois, Ebeeme pond, and Roaring neighboring waters.
dung.
Every Waltonian has
his ing and fishing and' boating, there brook, Northwest and Cedar pond, j Aroostook and Machias rivers, are
T H U R S D A Y , J A N U A R Y 15, 1914
favorite theories and he generally re are golf links, beautiful drives and Seboois stream, Ragged Mountain, Little Mooselub, Spring brook, Mill-Moore's,
gards himself as the last authority attractions in the way of canoeing pond and stream and Bear and Pat nocket lake and stream,
Boody and Jones ponds, Caribou and
rick brooks.
on matters piscatorial.
As in the and motor-boating.
Munsungan stream, Long, Snowshoecase of flies so it is in rods. T h e! Far up the head of the lake are
IN THE NORCROSS COUNTRY
and Island and Mud ponds, Chand
choice is according to one’s personal: the Mcosehead’s two arms/
One I
Norway,.
Norcross at once suggests fishing. ler, Bog, Beaver, Mills,
ideas. On one point, however, there; runs in to make Northwest Carry,

J. W . Brackett Co.

AROOSTOOK’S
ATTRACTIONS

No Territory Surpasses the Aroos
took County as a Fishing
Ground.
“ Angling is an art, and an art
worth learning; the question
is
whether you he capable of learning
it?
For Angling is something like'
Poetry, men are to be born so.
Thus saith the fisherman’s patron
saint, Izaak Walton, whose modern
followers look upon the Aroostook
gameland as the angler’s paradise. 1
It is pleasant to think of the rhap
sodies that good old Walton
would
pour forth had it been his privilege
to explore the streams and lakes
that are accessible to his present- j
day disciples.
No territory
sur- j
passes the Aroostook country as a
fishing ground.
The network
of
waterways which cris-cross the map i
offer opportunities that are unequal-!
led.
In all directions are angling
attractions.
Happily, for the sportsman,
the ;
Aroostook waters are still
remote I
from the advancing
settlements.
The streams and lakes
are springfed from sources in distant and
primitive forest sections and contam-1
ination is unknown. Under
such
conditions it is but natural that fish i
should thrive.
Again,
the
cool
waters explain the reason for good
fishing in Aroostook when there is
practically no sport in other locali-!
ties.
Here, even in midsummer, the
waters are comparatively cool
so
that the fish seldom are driven to j
the deeper recesses by
the sun’s
rays.
The result is that there i s ;
good fishing from the going out of
A STRING WORTH BOASTING ABOUT. CAUGHT IN THE MOOSEHEAD LAKE REGION.
the ice in May to the beginning of
close time in October.
The news of the departure of the is an unanimity of expression—the now known as Seboomook. Here is and game hunting and it has long Chase and Currier brooks,
Ech«»
ice is the signal for the annual in cheap rod is to be shunned.
another attractive hotel, the
Se been one of the most important game lake, Reed pond and brook.
From
flux of fishermen who plan to he on
Tackle will vary according to boomook House.
At Northeast Car centers of the Aroostook country. If
Squa Pan, at the junction of tli*
their favorite grounds at the earliest j whether the water is swift running ry is the Winnegarnock House
and
you
wish
to
save
time
you
can
make
[
Fort division and the new
branch
possible date.
Each year the num- i or comparatively smooth.
For fly both places have supply stores.
of out-of-state anglers grows greater, i fishing, fifty yards of good oil silk
From Northeast Carry are reached the trip up the lakes by the steam which runs from Stockholm to Squa
There is no finer sport for the de line on a six foot leader of best sal Upper and Lower Wilson
ponds, ers of the Norcross Transportation I Pan, may be reached Squa Pan laka
votee of the rod than in the spring.; mon gut 'is used, while for
bait Trout, Hedgehog, Rum, Horseshoe, Co.
Ambejejus lake, where
the* which Is one of the best
salmo®.
Fly-fishing and trolling is at its best j a plain snelled hook or gut hook is Squaw and Lobster lakes and Fitz
West
Branch
waters
come
into
the,
grounds.—In
the
Maine
Woods.—1
trom the opening date until
the satisfactory.
The No. 5 braided gerald ponds.
Lobster lake is re
Kiddle of June and from the late j silk line, 200.yards in length, will garded as one of the finest of all lower lakes, is an oldtime favorite j Board of Trade Journal.
and equally popular is Pemadumcook. j
days in August*through September.
do good service for trolling, with a Maine’s beautiful basins.
Going up the West Branch,
past
It is superfluous to enlarge upon short leader connected with a spoon
By the B. & A., Moosehead Lake Ambajejus and Passamagamoc falls,! O F F I C E R S O F M. A. A. E L E C T E D
such famous waters as Moosehead, hook.
Hocks, in sizes six to twelve division is reached another fine fish
Sebec, Sebois, Onawaf Sclioodic, the are the proper thing and will do good ing ground. This is Sebec lake which the Debsconeag lakes are reached I
From the latter it is but a short
(Continued from Page One.)
Norcross lakes, and those
around work.
is readily accessible from the twin trip to Nahmakanta or Jo Mary,
Katahdin Iren Works.
They have
of the Maine Automobile Association
Here are some useful reminders. towns of Dover and Foxcroft. Beside
and from the first of this quartet of may get together, get acquainted and
long been justly celebrated and they In fishing in streams, fish
from the Packard’s Camps which are open
fine waters a trip may be made to talk over the Association and the work
bid fair to hold their records with below, and in pools
from above. to sportsmen, there are numerous
It jt can do. The idea of the American
out diminution despite the popular-! When you throw out an anchor keep private cottages and the resorts en Hurd ponds and Rainbow lake.
is
needless
to
attempt
a
complete
ity of newer waters on points farth-1on the side away from the sun so joy a wide popularity.
Nearby are list of fishable waters in this lo Automobile Association was the sarr.fr
er up on the B.
A. system. These the shadow will not fall over
and for this re,ason it was thought that ,
the Millhridge, Garland and the three
cality.
northerly fishing grounds— St. Froid, pool.
a joint meeting would result in much,
If the fish are slow in rising,! Buttermilk ponds.
Farther north on
Sourdnaliunk stream and lake and gowd for both organizations and would
Eagle, Portage, and other basins in bait your hook with a grasshopper, the line is Abbott Village
which I
the Fish river and Aroostook val a piece of pork or a worm, or per-1 boasts of Whetstone, Piper, Foss and the adjacent waters have long been bring a large number of motorists to this
The lake is reached after state. A committee was appointed toleys are winning new laurels each haps letting your flies sink three or Juanita ponds, and Deer and Tom famous.
an eighteen mile trip up the stream. take the matter up with A. A. A., and)
season and their devotees are en four feet may have a good
effect. |brooks.
The town of Monson
is
thusiastic over the fine sport which Strike your fish quickly when fly- justly proud of beautiful Lake Heb All these waters are proven fishing see if that organization would accept
they afford.
the invitation.
fishing but when bait fishing a quick ron, Spectacle and Monson ponds, al grounds of the first-class.
The prizes offered by the Maine strike may lose the fish. A min so inviting to the angler.
Well up among the leading fishing
The Maine Automobile Association
Within
fishing waters are the finest in the now on a hook, snelled with a hook easy distance of Willimantic
are grounds are the East Branch waters. also voted to assist the Maine State- ,
world. , For size, quality and gam gimp should be used for trout and
Lake Onawa and Grindstone ponds,) These starting points for the choice Highway Commissior^in any manner in
iness nowhere can be found trout, togue.
For pickerel, the old red while from Shirley, the birthplace of spots in this locality are Grindstone,! which the Commission might suggest in
togue or salmon that surpass them. and silver spoon with three hooks Bill Nye, the 1umorist, may
be Stacyville and Patten. The Wissa- furthering the success of the proposed
And in addition to these princes of is still regarded as satisfactory. Long reached Moxie, Indian Notch, Ord- taquoik stream and tributaries, Ka-1 big roads, meeting to be held at some*
the finny tribes are the
humbler casts are not advised, instead
of way, Round, Trout ponds.
tahdin stream, Dacy pond and brook, point in Maine, probably in April.
members—perch, pickerel,
black i jerking the fish out suddenly, hu
Katahdin Iron Works is the gate Seven ponds and Big pond and
It was announced that work on thebass, must-allonge, and white fish. should be tired out.
w a y to a locality which has long en Pogey and Turner brooks are noted 1914 road book was progressing rapidlyThough they are esteemed less high
Moosehead is regarded as one cf joyed distinction as a fish and game for their big trout and salmon.
and that the publication would probably than the aristocratic salmon and the great scenic attractions of the center.
Beautiful Chamberlain lake is at ly be ready for delivery some time ir*
The village, once the
trout they are not lacking in ehar- East, and it is unnecessary to dwell scene of industrial activity because the head of East Branch waters and February.
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CLASSIFIED

PROMINENT MEN
GIVE SUPPER

next week.
Mrs. Henry Kimball who has been
on the sick list is slowly gaining.
One cent a word in advance. No headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order
Mr. Kimball suffered a slight ill
turn Saturday hut Is now about as
usual.
Mrs. Mary Haley is caring
FOR SALE.
for Mrs. Kimball.
Mrs. Anson Oakes is working for
FOR SALE—Village stand in Phillips
Mrs.
H. A. Furbish.
Upper Village. Inquire of J. Blaine
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russell have
Morrison.
been entertaining Miss Alice Sweetser the past week.
FOR SALE—Bay horse, nine years old.
Mrs. Emery Haley was operated on
Rangeley, Jan. 13.— Mrs. Merritt
Weight 1200. Work or drive.
B. F.
Massachusetts
|Gould was called to Lewiston last for appendicitis at
Beal.
j week by the death of her sister’s General hospital Friday. Word has
FOR SALE— Beef by a aid® or Jchild.
been received that Mrs. Haley stood
quarter.
B- F. BealWalter Twombly who has been in the operation well and was resting
comfortably.
Mr. Haley who was
FOR SALE—(The unusually staunch poor health the past few months is
also recently operated on is now
at
Dr.
Colby’s
for
treatment.
Miss
and able steam yacht, “ W a-W a” of
able to sit up.
about 22 H. P.'s Ttue U. S. Govern I Sarah M. Soule is caring for him.
Rangeley lias been enjoying a
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Carlton have
ment inspection of 1911 showed her
taste of genuine winter
weather.
New
to be in first class condition- May i recently moved here from
1Tuesday morning the thermometers
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up 1Hampshire and are occupying the
|indicated from 28 to 32 below accordper Dam, Maine.
Price will be upstairs tenement in the Stansbury ing to the locality.
This certainly
reasonable to a'quick purchaser. Ap house.
is some cold when the wind is blowply to Dr. Norton Downs, Fordhooke
ing.
The roads have been in fine
Farm, Three Tuns, Pa. Or Archer A.
I condition this winter and the weathbeen receiving treatment. His many er has been ideal.
Poor at Camp.
t
friends are pleased at his recovery.
FOR SALE—Edison Dictating ma
Wnr. Hescock and bride have re
NEW A N D R A R E EIRD
chine- In first class condition. In turned from Wilton and are occupy
quire at Maine Woods office.
ing a camp at Spotted Mountain
A new and rare bird has been ohwhere Mr. Hescock has employment served in S< uth Paris within a few
FOR SALE—Collie pups,
mother,
with Hinkley and Huntcon.
days.
This is the
evening or
Collie; father, Arthur Beedy dog,
Ralph Knowlton was a recent g
grosbeak, a north country bird, which
Collie and English setter. W. R.
of his. sister, Mrs. A. M. Ross.
seldom got as far south as Maine.
Davenport.
George Thrasher has entered the It was seen arcund t’ e premises ol
Eye and Ear Infirmary at Portland JW. 11. Jenne and All ert D. Pari
WANTED.
1
1

The Kimballs in Poor H ealthGetting Genuine Winter
Weather.

6

Waldoboro,
5,000
4, Swan Lake, Belfast
9, Inlet Brook, East
& Swanvtlle,
25,000
Waldoboro,
5,000
4, Shaw Brook,
10, Alfords Lake,
Belfast,
5,000
Hope,
10,000
5, North Pond,
10, Mansfield Pond,
Warren,
10,000
Hope,
5,000
5, South Pond,
10, Duck Trap Stream,
Warren,
10,000
Lincolnville,
20,000
5, Camel Brook,
10, Andrews Pond,
Warren,
5,000
Lincolnville,
10,000
Goose
River,
5,
10, Coleman Pond,
Warren,
5,000
Lincolnville,
5,000
12, Norton Pond,
5, Hosmer Pond,
Lincolnville,
5,000
Camden,
5,006
12, Miller Brook,
7, Wiley Brook,
Union,
10,000
Hope,
15,000
12, Muddy Brook,
7, Tucker Brook,
Union,
5,000
Lincolnville,
5,000
12, Youngs Brook,
7, Lily Pond,
Union,
5,000
Rockport,
3,000
12, Cashman’s Stream,
7, Alfords Lake,
Union,
5,000
Hope,
5,000
12, Mill Brook,
7, Meadow Brook,
Union,
10,000
Rockland,
5,000
14, Branch Brook,
10, Meadow Brook,
Rockland,
5,000
Rockland,
5,000
16, Adams Pond, Booth11, Hurricane Island
hay Harbor,
10,000
Quarry Pond,
17, Sleepy Hollow Brook,
Hurricane Island, 5,00©
Lincolnville,
5,000
12, Witch Mill Stream,
14, Bog Brook, DresJefferson,
5,000
den Mills,
10,000
14, Georges River,
17, Thomas Pond,
Searsmont,
2,000
Lincolnville,
5,000
13, Canaan Lake,
19, Crawford Pond,
Hope & Camden, 16,000
Union,
10,000
No square-tailed trotit were winter
19, Seven Tree Pbnd,
ed at this hatchery 1912 and 1913.
Union,
10,000
No land-locked salmon eggs taken

WANTED—500 cords o f white birch
delivered at our mill Saleux, MaineApply to R. V- Plalsted ait
the
mill or Malden Parcel Handle Com
pany, Malden, Mass.
WANTED—A few new milch cows
and calves.
A. S. Beedy, Phillips.

BEAVfcR

LO DAMAGE

It Is alleged that heavers have so :
damaged the propeity of Warren S. j
Wilbur and John L. Ross at Dodges ■
Pond, near Cquossoc, that they have
complamed to Hen. Joi n S. P. H.
Wilson of Aul urn, chairman of the [
shite fish and game commission, and
nieaturqs are leing "taken to stop
the animals from destroying valua
ble timber.
James Wilcox has been
appointed.to lcok after the beavers j
and he counted 134 trees en
Mr.
Wilbur’s property and 60 on the
property of Mr. Ross, which
the
animals have cut down.
Wilcox
caught several heavers in traps and
tie skins were sent to the commis- [
sioners at Augusta.
The trees cut j
•own were mostly poplar and rang
ed from small ones to others
18
indies In diameter.
OWNERS

CF

AUTOM OBILES

PAY

$-138,510 D U R I N G Y E A R .

Owners of automobiles, motor cy - 1
cles, motor trucks and log haulers,
have paid into the State treasury
A HAPPY DINNER PARTY.
during the past year the sum of j
$138,510, according to the annual
at this hatchery this fall,
20, Swan Lake,
report of Secretary of State Joseph to have his eyes treated which have at first in small numbers but later
Belfast,
10,000
K. Alexander, filed Wednesday with been giving him considerable trouble a flock cf as many as 20 was seer,
12,000 square-tailed trout eggs have
at one time. Ti e identification was
20, McKinley Stream, •
the Governor and Council.
The of late.
been taken at this hatchery
this
Belfast,
10,000
biggest amount of business in the
Phil Pillsbury who la s been em complete, although some cf the most
fall.
20, Passagarsawaukeag
automobile line was done during the ployed at the State Farm, Crcr.o was diligent nature students of the vi
Stream, Belfast, 10,000
month of May and the smallest dur the guest of his parents the past! cinity have never seen one of them.
Mrs.
21, Little Pond, 4
ing the month of December.
Dur- j week.
He has entered the employ The addition c f tl is makes
D O N ’T F O R G E T .
Damariscotta,
5,000
ing the year 10,350 automobiles, of C. L. Cushman of Auburn
as Park's list of birds seen for the
Subscribe now for Maine Woode^
season cf 1913 number 110.
22, Spauk Brook,
were registered, 297 dealers
were [ manager of a large farm.
Jefferson,
10,000 the only mewepaiper of its kind in.
granted permits to do business, and
A little son arrived at the home
G
A
M
E
D
E
P
A
R
T
M
E
N
T
A
N
N
U
A
L
R
E

27,
Modomak
River,
operators’ licenses were issued to of Mr. and Mrs. Everett Dunham
|the world.
PORT.
Waldoboro,
5,000
13,200 persons.
Jan. 6.
Mother and son are doing
27, Cooks Pond,
nicely.
Nobleboro,
5,000
(Continued from page 1.)
Mrs. Frederick Barrows of Berlin,
Maine Woods W i l l Keep Y o u __In-:
27, Damariscotta Lake,
Center Trout Farm, West
formed on All Proposed N e w
Fish N. H., is the guest of her daughter
Nobleboro,
5,000
Mrs. Ernest Bennett, Main street.
Buxton, Jan. 23, 1913, eggs
and Game L a ws of the State. Sub28, Black Brook,
500,000
E. F. Hayden of Portland was a
that the state purchased,
Lincolnville,
8,000
icribe N o w and Keep Posted.
week end guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. Loss from time these eggs
28, Sleepy Hollow Brook,
A. Russell.
were received at Camden
■ t------------— —
Lincolnville,
8,000
Juu«iiiuiiiiiHiMtiiiiiimmimimiiiiimii)uiiimmmiimiiiiMi<mmniimiiMiiiij
The 3 year old son of Mr. and Mrs.; to time of hatching,
26,000
28, Duck Trap Stream,
William F. Nye is the great
Harry Nelson has been very ill the Number hatched,
474,000
Lincolnville,
8,000 est authority on refined oils in the
past week.
Loss from time of hatching
28, Andrews Pond,
world. He was the first bottler; has
14,000
The prominent men of the town
to time of planting,
Lincolnville,
5,000
Maine Stop at
460,000
gave a supper to Rev. H. A. Childs Number planted,
the largest business and NYOIL
29, Mill Cove Stream,
at the banquet hall in Russell block
These fisli were liberated in the
is
the best oil he has ever made.
Boothbay Harbor, 5,000
Tuesday evening.
The supper was following waters:
29, Meadow -Cove Pond,
NYOIL has no equal.
prepared and served by the Ladies’ May
8, Moody Pond,
Boothbay Harbor, 5,000
Beware
of scented mixtures called
5,000
Aid.
The menu and further partic
Hope,
June
2, Georges River,
oil.
Use
NYOIL on eveiything
ulars of the supper will he given
Hobbs
Pond,
8,
Appleton,
£
5,000
where a light oil is required. It pre
10,000
*Hope,
M idwaj between New City Hall and M o n 
3, Chickawaukee Lake,
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
ument Square
8, Canaan Lake,
Rockland,
15,000
WE W vNT FOUR COW OR HORS*. HiDE
tion. Sportsmen, use it liberally on
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State
Plope & Camden, 10,0(0
• HConveniently Located for people Attending g
your firearms and your rod. You will
and we will tun and make yon a
' 9, Medomak River,
Conventions
_ §
b e a u tifu l' oat. Kobe or Mittens to
find it by far the best Hardware and
The
inward
effects
of
humors
are
Waldoboro,
10,000
§ Every courtesy and attention shown ladies |
o.'der.
W e male - and remodel
spoicrng
goods dealers sell it in large
worse
than
the
outward.
They
en
lad
ies’
furs.
F
rees
reasonable.
Back
Brook,
traveling alone
9,
Sam ples and price List FREE.
danger the whole system.
Hood’s botties (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
Waldoboro,
5,000
I
ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
Gall 'way c fits ;:nd Robes for
Sarsaparilla eradii ates all humors, in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
TRANGIEN V RATES
sale at wholesale prices.
9, Weaver Brook,
= European Plan VI.00 per day and up j=
All work guaranteed.
Waldoboro,
5,000 cures all th ir inward and outward
W M . F. NYE,
| American Plan S2.0 J per day and up |
effects.
.t is the great alterative
R eferences: Miles A IPghbee,
9, Beaver Dam Brook,
1 H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIM M ELEIN. |
Bankers. .Milf.ud Ind.
New
Bedford, Mass.
Proprietor..
10,000 and tonic, .whose merit has been
Waldoboro,
M dfcrd R obe & Tanning Co.,
Munjoy Hill Cars pa°a t^p door.
everywhere established.
9, Levenseller Stream

When in Portland

! “ The Homelike House For
Everybody’’

SC H A SE HOUSE

4-8 Elm St.

Milford. Ind.

MAINE

WOODS',

Fly Rod s Note Book
BY FLY ROD

St. Anthony’s Cottage,
Phillips, Jan. 11, 1914
Many who go«a-fishing at the Rangeleys in these days, when there are
a hundred fishermen to but one “ in the
good old times” are always saying:
“ Why doesn’ t the state do something
to help make better fishing?”
These same fishermen I often think
should take a day off, put on their
glasses, and spend the time at the Fish
Hatchery at Oquossoc.
‘ ‘ Why doesn’ t Maine appropriate more
money for the fish and game?” Some
one else asks, and “ why” is the ques
tion that our own citizens ought to
answer by voting to appropriate more.
There is not one dollar expended in
this line, that does not give back ten
fold, and in many cases a hundred
fold.
What would the people of Maine do,
if there was no game in the forest, and
no fish in our waters?
Let those who now each summer and
fall fill their pocket book from what
the fisherman and the hunter leave in
Maine make a study of these questions,
and every one of them would then with
truth say, “ The amount appropriated
for the Fish and Game Department is
far too small.”
Surely we have a most able and effi
cient Fish and Game Commission, com
petent and hard working clerks, and
wardens to help on the good and great
work, and 1895 registered guides, yet
but few have any idea o f the work
they are doing and the good accom
plished.
I have made a study of the work that
has been done at the Oquossoc hatchery
during 1912—1913, of which Harland K.
Curtis is superintendent, and the fol
lowing are some of the facts and fig
ures I have learned, that will be of in
terest to the Maine Woods readers:
The fish eggs that are taken in the
fall, in all of our hatcheries require
much care until hatched and the “ baby
fish” are then closely watched and
cared for.
To feed the fish is no easy task. I
remember once of visiting one of the
large hatcheries in another state where
they had trout four, five and six years

Best Bread—
and More of It
— the lightest, finest,
w h i t e s t bread and
more loaves to every
sack—
—the tenderest, flakiest
and most digestible pas
try—
—cake and biscuits and
everything else you bake
— you rs by specifying
William Tell, the flour
that is milled only from
the best Ohio Red Winter
Wheat by a special pat
ented process that makes
it richest in n u tritive
value.
Tell your grocer that
nothing will suit you but

of age. As we walked along the bank
of the pond and stream trying to get a
look at some of the speckled beauties,
one of the gentlemen remarked: “ You
will see them rise when the man who
feeds them walks this way; they know
we are strangers,” and sure enough,
when he came the water seemed alive
with trout, and yet the foolish things
will make a jump for a bit of bright
feather tied to a hook.
This last autumn 500,000 landlocked
salmon eggs were taken at the Oquos
soc hatchery and 186,000 square-tailed
trout, and it is expected with the
knowledge’ and care given, a very large
per cent of these eggs will hatch.
Many ask “ What became of the 415,000
salmon eggs taken the year before?
The report carefully kept shows
where they were all shipped, for the
eggs cannot all be cared for and kept
until the fish are fingerlings or large
enough to “ plant” but many thousands
of lively little fellows were liberated in
July, 20,000 in Hatchery Brook, 20,000
Quimby Brook, Mountain View, Rangeley stream, etc.
The 585,000 square-tailed trout eggs
taken at the same time and the 400,000
purchased by the state from Berkeley
Hills Hatchery in Massachusetts made
a great showing, for 920,000 hatched
and “ they grew and grew” and we
hope are still growing, for they were
planted by the 10,000 and 20,000 at
Hatchery brook, Toothaker, Wildwood
brook, Cold stream, Cupsuptic, Mt.
View, Smith Cove, South Bog, Upper
Dam and Middle Dam brooks, tributa
ries to Kennebago, Haley Pond, Gull
Pond, Quimby Pond, Loon Lake, etc.
They were taken safely across the
county to Strattcn, to Webb Lake,
Weld, to Strong, Kingfield and other
waters in our county and state.
There is one thing sure. The fisher
men of the future need not be worried
about “ good fishing” if there are only
the needed dollars to carry on the
good work.
Just stop at Oquossoc Hatchery any
day in summer time and the lesson by
observation will make a more lasting
impression than to hook and lose or
reel in one of the eight or ten pound
fish that are now enjoying life, safe
from all tempting bait under a blanket
of snow and three feet of ice at the
Rangeleys.
There are already ten state fish hat
cheries in Maine, and during the past
season 4,644,115 fish were raised at
these hatcheries and planted in the pub
lic waters of the state as follows: 3,456500 square-tailed trout, 1,080 500 land
locked salmon, 60,615 togue and 46,500
brown trout; 308,600 sqnare-tailed
trout, 131,500 land-locked salmon and
5,000 brown trout are enjoying their
happy home at the hatcheries this win
ter, to be “ planted” in the waters as
yearlings and two-year-olds next
spring.
This last fall 2,767,000 fish eggs were
taken, as follows: 3,360,000 land-lock
ed salmon, 303,000 square-tailed trout
eggs. 20,000 togue and 85,000 brown
trout eggs.
This supply of eggs is not what is
needed anf the state has wisely pur
chased several millions of trout eggs
from private hatcheries, and also made
application to the United States Fish
Commission for a supply of land-locked
salmon and trout eggs.
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“ Why did they not do something before
it was too late?”
The total number of bird licenses is
sued the past season was 827; big game
licenses, 1345, making a total of re
ceipts for non resident’s hunting licen
ses issued in 1913, $36,414.34
Now for the thousands of deer and
other game the small amount of even
$1.00 had been charged, as it should be,
for a resident’s hunting license, thous
ands more would have been added to
the much needed fund for the work of
the commissioners, and is there a resi
dent of this good old state of ours, who
each fall shoots his deer, perhaps two
of them and cannot well afford and
would not be glad to pay a small amount
for so much good meat? I know there
is no steak as good as a deer steak and
no mince meat equal to that made of
deer meat, yet I did not have any, not
even one steak this fall.
How time passes by. It does not
seem possible that it is nearly a quar
ter of a century since the Maine
Sportsman’s Fish and Game Associa
tion was chartered.
Well do I remember that winter
when the Sec’y., the late Gen. E. C.
Farrington of Augusta, who is so kind
ly remembered and so highly honorccL
by many residents of Maine, telegraph
ed asking me to come to Augusta.
When I reached there, the officers of the
then new Association wanted to know
if I would ask some of the gentlemen
in our state to become members. Then
it cost $10.00 to join and now but $1.00
Tonight I have been looking over
the old book which I carried with me.
At that time Hon. Eugene M. Hersey
of Bangor, was president and Gen. W.
S. Choate of Augusta, treasurer. Hon.
P. O. Vickery was one of the presidents.
How many of the then, best known
and leading men of Maine have “ cross
ed over the silent river.”
The ink with which they wrote their
names has not faded, and I remember
how they so kindly received me, how
gladly they paid the $10.00 saying there
was need of, and a great work for the
Maine Fish and Game Association.
Pleasant memories of those good and
noble men come to me as 1 read from
that old book on this wild winter night
the names of Hon. Payson Tucker,
James E. Blabon, Hugh J. Chisholm,
P. B. Burnham, Wm. S. Eaton, J. B.
Coyle, John Q. Twitchell of Portland,
Judge S. T. Walton of Skowhegan,
Hon. Wm. Engle of Bangor, Dr. Chas.
A. Packard of Bath, E. G. Simpson,
Brunswick and many others who loved
and worked for the best interests of
Maine.
I congratulate the Association for
the great work it has accomplished
during the almost a quarter of a cen
tury and under the retiring President
Hon. J. Putman Stevens the work of
the past year has been most noticeable
and efficient, the Association has made
great advancement and the number
of members increased to over 400, and
living as they do in all the leading
cities and towns of our state, united in
the work for the best laws to protect
and increase our fish and game and
make better known the 1500 ponds and
lakes where one can “ go fishing down
in Maine” the Maine Sportsman’s Fish
and Game Association is already a
power, and I predict will in the coming
quarter of a century take the lead in
all matters most needed not only for
fish and game but to “ boom” our
state as never has been done before*
Live long and prosper and continue the
good work already accomplished gentle
men.
Fly Rod.
W I T H T H E BIRDS

H. MCKENZIE TRADING
Phillips, Me.

True it does cost something to “ g o hunting—down—in -M aine,” and evcry
dollar the state receives it needs and
uses wisely for the protection of the
i game, for when our forests, the home
: of the game, and the game itself is no
i more, then from all over the country
i will go up a wail, and people will ask

Catches by the neck or body in
stead of the feet, killing instantly
without injuring the pelt. A hu
mane feature that is very com 
mendable; BESIDES IT S A V E S
E V E R Y FUR FOR THE T R A P 
PE R. T he only trap ever con 
structed with a DOUBLE T R IP
ACTION, a bait trigger and a fo o t
pedal trip. An ideal trap for sav
ing furs of mink, skunk, " c o o n ” ,
etc. There is no escape, the trap
per gets every pelt.
br!ngs illustrated Guide
U l " I t giving the first time in
print the treasured secrets o f the
wisest old trappers in this country.
It’s worth dollars to you.

A

H I Vi F-

TRAPPERS’ SUPPLY G O .,

Box W,

OAR PARR, ILL.

Interesting Stories T ol d of Common
Birds.
Dainty But
Strong
Nests Hold Eggs.

voices of human singers. The chirp-1 G A M E B A R R E D F R O M U. S. MA I L S
ing sparrow was another common
bird mentioned.
This sparrow is a j Post Office Department Rules That
sociable bird and often builds his
Illegally-Killed Game May
nests among the vines of the ver
Not be Sent by Parcel
anda.
His nest is very delicate,
Post.
being made chiefly of hair.
T h e!
flycatcher or chebec is another of j
of
the common birds, and he is found j John B. Burnham, president
in nearly every orchard, Prof Stan the American Game Protective and
ton showed many birds’ nests with Propagation Association, has receiv
the eggs in them.
In the nest of ed notice from the Post Office De
the chebec were the chebec’s eggs partment at ’ Washington that a de
and also a large one, the egg of a partmental order has been issued pro
cowbird.
This cowbird is the only hibiting the uses of the parcel post
parasite bird in the United States for shipping game illegally killed or
but in Europe the cuckoo is a para taken. Mr. Burnham said that since
site.
These birds lay their eggs the parcel post has been In opera
in the nests of other birds, and let tion market hunters have been us
these other birds rear the young. ing it to ship quantities of game
The nest of the Parula warbler was killed in violation of the law from
interesting.
This was made of one state to another.
“ The Lacey act of 1900 forbade the
moss, and Prof. Stanton explained
that it is built in trees in swampy shipping of game from one state to
another when the game was killed
places.
in violation of the state law,” said
Prof. Stanton showed the picture
he.
“ It made the express
com
of a skeleton of a humming bird and
panies guilty when such infractions
he referred to the size of
the
of the law took place. Game ward
breast bone.
He said that the mus
ens and inspectors who suspected
cles that move the arms of a man
that illegal game was being shipped
are one seventieth of the muscle of
out of a certain station always had
the man’s body, while the muscles
the
co-operation of the express
that move the wings of a bird are
companies in making the search,
one half of the entire muscle of the
and the interstate trade in illegal
bird’s body.
game was almost completely stamped
Prof. Stanton told something of out.
the Baltimore oriole and he showed
“ But since it has been possible t#
a nest of this bird.
He noted that send packages of considerable weight
the nest is stiffened with horse hair by parcel post the shipping of il
in order to retain the shape. Were legal game has been revived. It has
it not for this stiffness the hang been difficult for game wardens to
ing nest would collapse and the detect crimes of this sort for the
little birds would be strangled. Lat reason that they have not been
er in his lecture he told a story il able to investigate freely in post
lustrating the intellect of birds and offices, where the officials frequent
he said that these orioles had been ly take the ground that the United
known, to show a goodly supply of States mail is inviolable and that
brains.
He said that a pair of game wardens have no right
to
birds saw that the twig upon which tamper with packages- because they
they had hung their nest was droop are suspected of containing
game
ing too much, and it seemed as if killed contrary to law.
the strain was too great.
These
“ This condition has caused fear
birds consulted together for a while among sportsmen and game protect
and then got a piece of twine and ive associations in all parts of the
tied the limb to a stouter one. He country that it would lead to a
said that more than once had this big revival of the interstate *traffic
very thing been observed.
in illegal game.
If game wardens
About fifty birds remain in New could not examine packages mailed
England all winter, and about thirty by professional market hunters and
may be found in Maine.
It is the trappers because they have United
plumage that keeps them warm in States stamps the only chance for a
this climate.
He said that a chick conviction would be in obtaining the
adee weighing not over one and one evidence in the state to which the
half ounces can carry enough feath-1 game was destined.
This would
ers to keep him warm on the cold involve too much expense
to be
est day.
The chickadee goes into practical.
Because of this situation
a hollow tree at night, and he choos the association and scores of other
es a hole away from the wind. He organizations have made appeals to
has two and he alternates accord the Post Office Department to taks
ing to the way of the wind.
steps to prevent the abuse of the
Prof. t Stanton spoke of the tana- parcel post by market hunters. Now
ger, with the brilliantly colored male we have received the assurance we
and the olive female. He told sev desired.”
eral stories of the carrier pigeon.
Mr. Burnham said that the stand
He thinks birds have a sixth sense, of the Post Office Department would
a sense of direction, else how would put a stop almost at once to the
they be able to fly so straight from illegal shipment of game by the
one place to another, when they are parcel post, as offenders could
b«
eight or nine hundred miles out to prosecuted both for violations
of
sea.
the Lacey Act and for the misuse
There are four hundred and fifty of United States mails. The great
humming birds in the world, sixteen est importance of the policy adopted
in tlfe United States, but only one by the Post Office Department, Mr.
this side of the Mississippi River, Burnham said, would be that pack
and so far as is known not one ages mailed by market hunters or
winters in the United States.
The suspected for some other reason of
be
humming bird lays but two eggs, and containing illegal game could
almost without exception these de examined at the point of shipment.
velop into male and female.
Prof.
Stanton said that in ninety
nine I Whenever you write to one of our
cases out of one hundred when a advertisers, don’t forget to men-tioo
It is important to
bird lays but two eggs, it will be! Maine Woods.
yo<u
to
do
so;
important
to us and
found that these are male and fe
male.
The humming bird females the advertiser naturally wanta to
arrive two or three days later than know where you found his name.
the male, and it is the same with the
Baltimore oriole.
Birds return to the same places
year after year, and Prof. Stanton
told several stories illustrating this.
He had many stories to tell show- j
ing that birds are intelligent, more
so than human beings in some cases.;
He spoke of the house wren, which j
was a familiar bird here when h e 1
first came to Lewiston, then for
many years none came.
Within j
two years Prof. Stanton has seen j
several, and he thinks that they
will grow more common each year.
Saves Medicine-Money
He showed how so many migrat
Since childhood Miss Nan L.
ing birds lose their lives. He said!
Connor has found
that once five hundred myrtle warb
lers were picked up dead, outside
a reliable remedy for many ills. It
a lighthouse.
The light attracts
does the work of higher-priced
the migrating birds, and they crash
medicines, and saves many dollars.
Burnham, Maine:
against the glass, meeting with
“ I remember the *L. F.’ Atwood's Med
death.
icine from childhood,'as a reliable remedy
(or many ills. It is as good for children as
Prof. Stanton touched upon the
for grown folks 1 know many people who
use it constantly instead o f more costly
utility of birds, and he spoke of
medicines. It gives a good appetite and
some birds which have become ex
helps to tone up the system.”
[signed] N an L. C onnor
tinct.
Pie showed many pictures
Big Bottle—35c— At All Dealers
and nests.
Liberal Sample—FREE—From Us

The Sorosis club of Lewiston had
for a speaker recently Prof. J. Y.
Stanton of Bates college, says the
Lewiston Sun, his general subject
being the “ Birds.”
It was a thor
oughly delightful meeting, for prob
ably no one in the state is so’ famil
iar with the birds as is Prof. Stan
ton.
He began with the robin, and he
showed stuffed specimens, one
of
which was an albino, a robin nearly
white.
He told of 'the early set
tlers’ delight in the robin’s coming
in the spring, and they named it for
the English robin. He explained the
difference between the robin of Eng
land and the robin of America. The
next common bird which he men
tioned was the song sparrow. This
bird invariably has a black spot on
its breast.
It is one of the sweet
est singers, and the voices of dif
ferent birds vary just as do the S U B S C R I B E FIOR M A I N E W O O D S .

“L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine

“ L. F.” Medicine C o.,

Portland, Me.
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THE NECESSITY FOR
A FISHING LICENSE

In fact, all the fish of camp residences.
the more efficient regulation of the could occur.
with ugly she bears and. clawing
In selecting winter bedding,
we matches with wildcats from which
privilege of hunting—a privilege over ermen would demand is what the
which the sovereign State exercises hunters now demand—that their li took a leaf out of the red man’s he bears many scars and wounds.
control.
Such licenses aid in elim cense money be not squandered and book, and adopted the rabbit skin
Probably no man in Maine
has
it in ( shot more or larger moose and bears
inating an undesirable class of hunt wasted, nor diverted by our amiable blanket, but later discarded
of
the
eiderdown quilt, than Mr. Royal, knows the wilder
If I may be permitted to say so, ers who kill song and undesirable politicians from the game fund into favor
some
other
channel
and
used
for
made
into
a
sleeping
bag.
This, to ness trails better or the habits of
birds,
and
make
the
real
sportsman
for over twenty years past I have
steadily advocated the adoption in take more of a personal interest in schools, highways or other public my mind, is the most perfect arti the big and small game of the Maine
every State in the Union of a sys the game which is the common prop purposes. The sportsmen, like other cle for fighting the extreme cold in woods.
Nowadays Mr. Royal is frequently
tem of licensing every person who erty of all the people of a state in good citizens, are now paying their outdoor living; and I have known
proportionate share of taxes for men to climb into one of these and sought by scientific men for
his
desires to hunt or fish, and this to their collective sovereign capacity.
If, then, we will admit that these these other purposes, and they in fall asleep on a snow bank with the ideas, opinions and experience
in
include both the residents and non
pertaining to the
residents of each State.
When sev reasons are controllling and have sist and rightly so, that this license temperature at 30 below zero, and many matters
eral of us “ protection cranks” pro proved of practical benefit in every! money be used for the sole purpose awake without the least tremor of past and present phases of Maine
wild life.
It is understood that he
posed this scheme at a meeting of State, why will not the same argu of protecting and propagating game cold.
In the winter season the toboggan has received a flattering offer
to
sportsmen in the West some years ments apply with equal force in the and fish.
To my
We write a book, that is, to write one
It can scarcely be denied, then, takes the place of the canoe.
ago, we were called visionary radi case of the fishermen?
cals.
The reasons which led my mind they are even much stronger that the pressing need of the times attempted to use the type of broad by proxy, for a well-known author
The in the way of game legislation is a running sleighs similar to the Es has expressed his willingness
to
feeble intellect to conceive that this with respect to the latter.
that collaborate with Mr. Royal in
business
of
artificial
propagation
of uniform and economical system of quimaux’ kometik, but found
a
system was necessary for the more
The hunting li they require plenty of elbow room book of the woods, Mr. Royal to
effectual protection and propagation game birds and mammals is yet in fishing licenses.
in
of both game and fish were numer its infancy in this country, while th:t cense has come to stay, and the and a firm, hard bed to travel over— furnish the material to be put
ous and convincing and 1 have never of fish has long since passed the next logical move is for the fishing advantages which are half the time shape.
They also work
poorly
The former has lacking.
Mr. Royal has also received offers
had cause since that time to appre experimental stage and has now en license to join it.
hend that these reasons were wrong tered the domain of recognized value, had a practical test; it has not been on portages, and in other respects from a phonograph concern who wish
efficiency and certainty. Every State found wanting; its more obnoxious surrender first place to the toboggan es records of moose calls, the imi
in principle or in practice.
Some have features have been eliminated, and as a universally adaptable instru tation of a cow moose calling her
They told us in those pioneer days has its fislv hatcheries.
Dogs were mate, which Maine guides imitate by
of game conservation that if such only a few, while others are abund the lesson we learn from it is that ment in winter travel.
antly
supplied
with
expensive
plants,
employed
for
long-distance
work.
the
fishing
license
should
join
it
at
aid of a birclibark megaphone
or
a system were adopted, it would be
Perhaps the most important item trumpet arrangement.
The sportsmen are ©,11 comMr. Royal
vicious class legislation, and tend buildings and equipment, and the once.
journey is said to be the best moose caller
to strike at the great principle of j Xational Government has a l° nS ing to this view, and have been in the outfit for a winter
! string of hatching stations extend- more than willing to hear the burd through unbroken country is the in Maine, and has lured many
a
American personal liberty, and should <
any Legislature attempt to enact i ing from the Atlantic to the Pacif- en such licenses would occasion, but snowshoe, and the trouble we found big bull moose within range of his
was! rifle.
Buch a measure, it would do so at i ic, and from the Great Lakes to the the politicians are undecided about in procuring the right article
All of these hatch- the matter.
noteworthy.
The Indian knows the
its peril.
But I take it that a^ JGulf of Mexico.
secret of snowshoe making, but seo: i
present we have outlived that no 1eries are in charge of trained ex
Evidently the safe and practical
BI G P R I C E P A I D F O R B L A C K F O X
to employ it only for himself
and
tion. for we now find that hunting perts who can calculate to a nicety I plan is to require every
resident
The articles he sells are
Rich Hunneweli of Auburn gets
license laws are in force in every ! in advance just what the total pro 1sportsman who desires to either family.
State in the Union and fishing li duct of their establishments will be hunt or fish, or both, to secure one not worth looking over and the goods the silver black fox caught at Jef
censes are required in seven States. : when they are informed what amount j license therefor, which will cover offered by the average white man’s ferson, says the Biddeford Journal.
It is said to be the handsomest an
The reasons which led m a n / of us j of funds they will he permitted to i both privileges, and for one and the factory are still worse.
We have not yet found a satisfac imal of the species yet seen and
to believe that such licenses were a use in their work.
same fee, while non-residents should
Every
If, now, we will only pause and be permitted to take out separate tory solution for the stove problem. Ithe price paid is $2,000.
good thing for a State and the cause
of game and fish protection were investigate from whence these funds licenses.
This is only justice
to In large parties where a generous |preparation is being made to give
the the fox a royal reception and
on
exactly identical with respect to ■are derived, we will undoubtedly be the latter, owing to their temporary and varied diet is necessary,
both game birds and mammals and I surprised to learn that in most of sojourn in the State.
Now is the, open fire will not serve, and cooks reaching Auburn, if it knows which
the fish.
We never thought or con the States they come directly and time for the sportsmen to take up rebel at its limitations. Camp cook- j side its bread is buttered on, it will
and j behave like a perfect gentleman, for
the this subject and act upon it.—Henry stoves still lack compactness
ceived of segregating the two theor j wholly from the pockets of
We have tried out a it is intended to make a real hero
ies, and personally it has always j hunters who pay for licenses. Very Chase in Forest and Stream. Au lightness.
passed my comprehension why a state naturally then we inquire, why shoul thor of “ Game Protection and Prop score of makes and have not yet of this royal fox. The price paid
discovered the article we need.—R. for the animal was the largest ever
If the hunting license agation in America.”
should license the hunters and not this be so?
B. in Forest and Stream.
paid in New England for a
wild
the fishermen.
But, you may in is a good thing for the State, why
animal
out
of
the
Maine
woods
but
|
is
not
the
fishing
license
an
equally
quire, why do you favor a fishing
E Q U IP M E N T AND CAMP O U T F IT
O L D T O W N H A S V E T E R A N H U N T  Mr. Hunneweli smiles and says that
Why should the huntlicense?
Before answering this good tiling?
FOR H E A V Y S ER V ICE.
he has got the best goods to show
ER.
and
query, permit me to propound one in |ers be compelled to support
for the money. He will keep the
of
return.
Why do you advocate
a I maintain the whole department
What hunter or fisherman with an
Joseph C. Royal of Old Town, the animal for a breeder and it will
hunting license?
(As we shall as ; game and fisheries without any con
tribution upon the part of the fisli- experience of ten years in the wild veteran guide, hunter and trapper, have royal treatment.
sume that you do.)
It is a matter of common places of the earth could not out seems to be in a fair way to reap
Now, let us examine this question j erman?
IN 1
and see what the answer
brings I knowledge that there are hundreds— line at least one score of mistakes a considerable reward for his long I T P A Y S T O A D V E R T I S E
.MAINE WOODS. L O W A D V E R 
forth.
There are just two strong, l and even thousands, perhaps—of per- which foreknowledge would have years in the woods, weary miles
TI SIN G RATESPerhaps there is no of running down bull moose, fights
convincing arguments in favor of ; sons in each State who enjoy the spared him?
the adoption of hunting licenses I sport of fishing, hut who never take service in which traveling equipment
Fishing island camp outfit are given such sewhich the advocates of such meas ! a gun in their hands.
ures have used with telling effect j a summer sport which comes at va-1 vere treatment or tested in a fairsurvey
before every Legislature in the Ication time when thousands of re-ier way than on a railway
creationists are enjoying the glorious through an unexplored wilderness;
country.
First, and primarily, a hunting open air in the wilds and the coun and it is the points of after-know
license system will produce revenue; try, and most of them want to fish. ledge which I gained from such work
independently of a general appropria They are very greatly in the major that I present here as the fore
tion, with which to establish, support ity among sporstmen—some by pre knowledge of those in the first
and maintain a separate State de ference and others from the neces stages of camp and trail experiment
partment of game and fisheries; to sity of their vacation time. A num ing.
pay salaries and expense of special erous class of fishermen come into
Our survey lasted five years and
borders,! was spread over five hundred miles
officers in enforcing the game laws; a State from outside its
to purchase tracts of land for game and. are permitted to enjoy the hen- 0f timbered jungle, .mammoth rocks
refuges and breeding farms, and to ifit of stocked streams and ponds j and muskeg, thickly mottled with
vast
engage in artificial propagation of that were all so stocked at the ex- j lakes and rivers over that
game.
pense of the hunters.
Manifestly wilderness that lies to the north of
soil,
Second, hunting licenses tend to this is unjust, and we can now hear Lake Superior on Canadian
the great murmur of discontent, Travel for any great distance on foot
growing stronger each year, among1is well nigh impossible and pack anthe hunters.
And it is only
a , imals would have been worse than
|matter of time when this protest i useless.
This narrowed us down to
from the hunters is bound to be'th e use of canoes along the lakes
heard and heeded.
So why delay! and streams during the summer, and
and wait longer before final action? indeed these same avenues served
The case is clear and the need ur equally well during the winter sea
gent.
We need more fish, obtained son when supplies were toted orntor
by artificial propagation, and more boggans.
At first we tried the
stocking of our streams and lakes; birch canoe of the Indian. It is a
we need more hatcheries and train wonderful structure but extremely
ed men to handle the planting of delicate and impracticable except in
Ed G rant, B eav er P ond Cam ps
stock fish.
It goes without saying the hands of natives or experienced
New ri ad ins: m atter, interesting.
be ac whites.
Next we tried the basswood
Thefmt edition was exhaustej much sooner that these objects cannot
than we expected and the popular demand was
complished
without
more
sinews
of
or
cedar
canoe,
designed closely up
W great fur a second edition that we published
•nenlartied and improved edition to be sold by war, and certainly this revenue ought on the Indian models.
The advan
mail (postpaid) at the low price named.
not to be raised by increasing the tages were many, particularly as re
Twelve cents, postoai i. Stamps accepted.
tax on hunters. That would he out gards strength and speed, but the
J W. BRACKETT CO ,
rageous, and tend to discredit the weight was a serious handicap on
Phillips, Me.
whole American system of game pro portages, and finally we discarded
tection as unjust and unfair.
them in favor of the canvas canoe.
On the other hand, the hunters These we subjected to the heaviest
are entitled to the greater part of possible service and have found
the present game funds for the pur them closest to the ideal for our
They are almost iden
Maine Woods has frequent inquiries pose of protecting the game birds kind of work.
for maps of the fishing regions of the and mammals and restocking game tical in model with the Indian ca
state, etc. We can furnish the follow covers.
They are entitled to de noes, but the metal fastenings and
ing maps:
mand
this
allotment of the funds as other perfected incidentals of a white
Franklin C ou n ty
$ .*50
a
matter
of
right, and they are de man’s factory give them superiority
Somerset County
.50
Oxford County
.50 manding it on every suitable occas over anything the Indian has been
Piscataquis County
.50 ion.
able to produce.
Aroostook County
.50
The matter of tents gave us not
But,
again,
who
is
objecting
to
Washington O u n ' y
.50
Obvious a little trouble before we came upon
Outing map of M aine, 20x35 in
1.00 fishing licenses, anyway?
Geological map of M aine
.35 ly, it is not the fishermen themsel the correct idea.
Many different
R. R. map o f Maine
.35 ves, for there is scarcely a sports styles were tried, one of our first
Androscoggin County
.S'i
objects * being lightness.
Finally
Cumberland County
. 35 man anywhere who wets a line or
Hanccck County
.50 baits a hook that would not gladly we evolved a tent having a roof of
Kennebec County
.35 <ntribute his share to the general ounce duck with back, front and
Knox County
.35 game fund, if only he cculd be as walls of light drill.
In the country
Lincoln and Sagadahoc C ou n ties
.35
through
which
we
traveled,
sheltc.
sured
that
whenever
he
paid
over
Penobscot County
.50
was
never
lacking,
so
we
Tad
the
is’
license
fee
that
money
would
be
Waldo County .
.35
York County 1
.35 returned to him ten-fold by addit tent walls made from five to six
increasing
ional fish placed in his favorite wat feet high, thus greatly
ers, and there properly protected by the roominess and providing against
law until such time as reproduction one of the most awkward features

NOW IS THE TIME

FAMOUS
BACKWOODS
FAIRY TALES

for camp and hotel proprietors to get
ready for the coming season, by hav
ing their booklets and stationery
printed.
We are equipped with modern
machines and type, and can furnish
everything necessary

FOR THAT NEW
BOOKLET

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND ROADS

to make it the most attractive you
have ever had.
Write for samples and prices, and
we will help you plan your book to
make it a business getter.
DO IT NOW!.

MAINE WOODS,

Phillips,

J. W BRACKETT CO.,
Phillips,
Maine.

.

.

.

.
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Where To Go In Maine

{ good sportsmen from conning to Maine
862,000
square-failed trout and 105,000 land-locked salmon were raised at ; for their outing yet they undoubtedly
this hatchery this year and planted will expect to at least see a moose, if
in the public waters of the state. 4,000 j not shoot one.
salmon and 41,000 trout are being win
Where else can a sportsman go in the
tered at this hatchery. 500,000 salmon eastern part of the United States and
Lake Parlin House and Camps
eggs and 186,000 trout eggs were taken have a chance at a moose? His trip
west or to New Brunswick will cost
Are delightfully situated on shore o f Lake at this hatchery this year.
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
him much more and if moose are pro
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
Raymond Hatchery, located at Ray perly protected with even a shorter
Lake Pailm and tne 12 out ponds in the J
radius of four miles furnish the best o f fly mond, Cumberland county, George A. season —say two weeks for a, few years,
fishing the whole season The house and
there will be no need to reduce the li
camps are new and have all modern conven- |Libby, superintendent.
cense
fee.
fences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
115.000
square-tailed trout and 272,000
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is unexcelled.
If a close time on moose could be had
Canoeing, boating, .bathing. tennis, m oun land-locked salmon were raised at this
tain climbing automo'biling. etc.
hatchery and planted in the public j for—say four or five years it would be
waters of the state. 207,000 salmon better still. Action should be taken at
Write for booklet.
H. P . M cK EN N E Y, P ro p r ie to r ,
Jackm an. Maine
and 27,000 trout are being wintered at |once or it will be too late.
It seems to me the killing of doe deer
land-locked salmon and 57,615 togue j this hatchery. 1,125,000 salmon eggs
certainly should be prohibited, there
were raised at this hatchery during the 1were taken at this hatchery this year.
will he a less number of accidents to
AT
past year and planted in the public wa
hunters
and guides.
ters
o
f
the
state.
216,000
salmon
eggs
Camden
Hatchery,
located
at
Cam
John (Sarville's Gamps
Why
not
a small resident hunter’s li
and 20,000 togue eggs were taken at den, Knox county, H. W. Libby, super
a t S p rin g L a k e
cense also? It costs $1 for a resident
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps this hatchery this year.
intendent.
are most charmingly situated on the Bhores o f
license in this state, nobody seems to
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
460,000
square tailed trout and 132,object to it and we get but little vari
purest of spring water and the table is first-class,
Moosehead
Hatchery,
located
on
000 land-locked salmon have been rais
elevation 1,800 feet above Bea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air. Hay fever and malaria Squaw brook, an inlet o f Mopsehead ed at this hatchery this year and plant ety or quantity of game to hunt comunknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
i pared with what Maine has to give.
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring Lake, Piscataquis county, George A. ed in the public waters of the state.
; I trust that you will pardon an “ outstreams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. Falconer, superintendent.
20,000 salmon are being wintered at
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
233,000 square-tailed trout and 87,000 this hatchery. 12,000 trout eggs were Iaider” offering these suggestions.
Aillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
Yours very truly,
land-locked salmon were raised at this taken at this hatchery this year.
reasonable. Address fo r full particulars,
Edward G. Kent.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.
hatchery during the past year and

FISHIN G

i hunting parties. There was a large
number of deer taken away from their
camps and all parties departed with a
; hearty good wish to return another
' year.
The coming season they will have a
power boat on the lake which will add
much to the advantage of their sports
men. They are also making plans to
erect a set of camps numbering eight
in all, seven private camps and one din
ing camp which if their plans are car
ried out will he a great advantage to
guests.

IN THE CLAWS OF
THE BOB CAT.
(Speciall to Maine Woods.)

Great Pond, Jan.
It has been a long time since Maine
Woods had any items from this vicin
ity. We should have a Joe Knowles or
his equivalent to furnish anything of
interest.
The game during the hunting seasoa
was about as usual except moose; they
were not as plenty.
Jim Colburn anc| Burns Avery are
trapping. They have caught 31 musk
planted in the public waters of the
L I K E S B O T H P AP E R A N D S T A T E rats, 13 coons, 2 bob cats, 10 weasels
GUIDE A GOOD SHOT.
state.
and 5 mink.
Burns went to take a bob cat from
In a private note from Dr. Ferris D
They were swapping hunting and
Lake Moxie Hatchery, located on
Mosquito stream, an inlet to Lake fishing stories down in the Museum at j North of Binghamton, N. Y., he says: i the trap when he slipped and his feet

S A D D L E B A C K L A K E CAMPS.
In the
R angeley R egion. Booklet.
Hemon S. Blackwell, Dallas. Maine

JIM POND G A M P S

IN DEAD RIVER REGION.
Good fishing. Thrde miles buckboard
road. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write
for booklet.
M. M. GREEN & BROS.,
Jim Pond Camps,
Eustis, Me.

WEST END
HOTEL .

H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland, Maine
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vapationists, tourists and sport
men. All farm, dairy products, pork !
and poultry from our own farm, enabling lis to serve only fresh vegetables, i
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
!
American plan. Send for circular.

j

Write

Camps at Long I
Pond.
Ma n y ! if .
out-lying ponds,
S. C. HARDEN,
Rangeley, Maine

MOOSELOOKMEGUNT1C HOUSE
AND LOG CAMPS.
Heart o f the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
Special J une and September rates. Booklet.
MR§. F. B. BURNS.
B E A D R IV E R REGION

The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
tio_ resort. Good fishing »nd hunting
lection
Cuisine unsurpassed
E. F
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
OUANANICHE LODGE,
G rand Lake Stream , W ash in gton Co.. Me.
W orld wide known fo r its fajnous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
N o rw a y Pines House and Camps. Dobsis Lake
Most attractive situation in Maine. G ood
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. F -om there
can take steam er to
any part o f the lake territory. The best hunt
in g . fishing and vacation section o f beautiful
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G.
R OSE. Manager, Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
April 1st.
RAN GELEY L A K E S
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. W rite
fo r free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.
V IA RUMFORD FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO..
Upper Dam, Maine.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
bast trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
RAN GELEY LAKES.
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot
o f Bald Mountain in a good fishing section.
Steamboat accommodations O. K. Telephone
connections at camps. Two mails daily. Write
fo r free circulars to
AMOS ELLIS, Prop’ r.,
Bald Mountain,
Maine

CHASE POND CAMPS. Now is the
time to plan your 1914 outing. Why
not take a trip to the real Pine Woods?
Cimps reached same day from Boston.
Good trout fishing, mountain climbing,
boating, canoeing. Good log cabins.
Rates reasonable. Write for booklet.
GUY CHADOURNE. Prop.,

Memorandum of Fish

Bingham, Maine

Raised,

Etc.,

at the Several Fish Hatcheries.

Caribou Hatchery, located at Cari
bou, Aroostook county, L. M. Alley,
superintendent.
170,000 square-tailed trout and 149,000 landlocked salmon were raised at
this natchery during the past year and
planted in the public waters of the
state. 47 600 salmon and 3,000 trout
Are being wintered at this hatchery.
255,000 salmon eggs were taken at this
hatchery this year.

MAINE IS AN EXPANSE OF FOREST—AND IT IS A PRIMEVAL FOREST-ABOUNDING IN MOOSE, DEER AND GAME BIRDS.
Moxie, Somerset county, Paul Hinds, the State House, the guides and ward
ens here for the annual meeting of the
superintendent.
Game and Fish Association, when one
432,000
square-tailed trout were rais
ed at this hatchery the past "year and of the guides told of his best exploit in
planted in the public waters of the shooting biddies, says the Kannebec
state. 20,000 trout are being wintered Journal.
at this hatchery.
‘ ‘ Yes, you did not,” was the chorus
of men around the speaker.
‘ ‘ Best shot I ever made,” persisted
North Belgrade Hatchery, located at
North Belgrade, Kennebec county, the guide and he went on to explain.
‘ ‘It was this way. Biddies were plenty
Grant Hinds, superintendent.
around our camp on the Dead River
305,000
square-tailed trout and 137,000 land-locked salmon were raised at last October and I had a party of ladies
eat
this hatchery this year and planted in and gentlemen, who couldn’ t
the public waters of the state. 50,000 enough of them broiled, so it kept me
salmon are being wintered at this busy. At the crack o’day I went fora
ging for them and one morning I found
hatchery.
a flock of nearly 20 birds scratching
around in a beechnut grove eating
Monmouth Hatchery, located at Mon
breakfast.
mouth, Kennebec county, W. A. Whit
‘ ‘I went down on my belly and tak
ing, superintendent.
239,500 square-tailed trout and 23,000 ing careful aim with my rifle, waited
togue were raised at this hatchery this fo •’em to get exactly in line. Course I
year and planted in the public waters couldn’t get ’em all to line up but I did
of the state. 35,500 trout are being get ten. I let go—and i ’ ll be drawn
and quartered if when the smoke clear
wintered at this hatchery.
ed away I hadn’ t shot the heads clean
off the ten!
Auburn Hatchery, located at .East
‘ ‘Good boy. Good lie. N ext!” chor
Auburn, Androscoggin county, John F.
used
the woodsmen.
Stanley, superintendent.
162,500 square-tailed trout, 119,000
land-locked salmon and 46,500 brown
trout were raised at this hatchery this
year and planted in the public waters
of the state. 5,000 trout are being
wintered at this hatchery. 264,000 sal
mon eggs, 104,000 trout eggs and 85,000
brown trout eggs were taken at this
hatchery this year.

Oquossoc Hatchery, located on Ran
Enfield Hatchery, located at Enfield,
Penobscot county, Charles E. Darling, geley stream, outlet of Rangeley Lake,
superintendent.
Franklin county, H. K. Curtis, superin
475,000 square-tailed trout, 79,500 tendent.

‘ ‘I like your paper and your state
very much for her sensible laws. Also
I never found any more cordial, good
natured and better people than there.
I made my first trip up through the
Rangeleys last year and intend going
that way again.”
DO N O T

HAVE TO VISIT

went under the trap. The cat showed
fight, tearing his stockings to piece*
and clawed his rubbers and pants be
fore he could get up. We are having*
lovely winter. When we hear of floods
and snow drifts o f other states, we
think Maine the most beautiful state t*
live in all the year.

MAINE

FOR J U I C Y V E N I S O N
STEAKS.

Waterbury, Conn.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
I enclose $1 for my subscription
which is due in July. I am surprised
that you have not collected it before;
you take bigger chances than the Maine
legislators, you send me the Woods for
$1 and they charge me $25 before I get
near the woods and I judge from re
ports that they have been quite suc
cessful in keeping the hunters at home,
the ones who object being fined $25 in
advance for a deer they may never
see.
We don’ t need to go to Maine for
venison now; it doesn’ t take a diplomat
to get a good juicy venison steak at our
large hotels. The game wardens down
here are a genial, easy going lot and
WILL NOT NEED $25 LICENSE UN seldom wander far from their own fire
LESS MOOSE ARE PRESERVED
sides.
Very truly.
G. F. Hodges.
East Orange, N. J.f
January. 1914.
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
IMPROVEMENTS AT LAMBERT LAKE
Regarding matters o f hunting li
cense about which I wrote you some
(Special to Maine Woods.)
weeks ago would say that unless you
Lambert Lake, Me.,
can preserve the moose you will have
Jan. 12, 1914.
no need of keeping a fee of $25 for non
The Hayward Brothers of Lambert
resident hunters.
Lake, registered guides, had a very
While the $25 fee will not keep any successful season both in fishing and

SAW SILVER GRAY FOX

Mr. and Mrs. Oscar W. Ridley of
Perkins Ridge were driving to Lewis
ton recently at about 8 o ’clock in the
morning when they saw a large fox
near the Lake View Grange hall which
Mr. Ridley thinks was of the silver
gray variety.
When they first noticed the fox he
was at some distance away and they
thought the animal was a cat but ss
they came nearer they soon discovered
that it was not a cat. but a large fox.
The animal had apparently started to
enter the woods which were not far
away, but evidently became frightened
at something and turned back toward
the road. \Mr. Ridley hurried to one of
the neighbors to procure a gun. He
got the gun but could find no ammuni
tion and so gave up trying to shoot the
fox.
However as he drove along the fox
came nearer and finally made a dash to
cross the road only a few feet ahead of
the team. Mr. Ridley whipped up his
horse in an attempt to run the animal
down and in this came very near suc
ceeding. The horse came so near hit
ting the fox that reynard turned a com
plete somersault in the snow and then
dashed away. It was a large fox and
Mr. Ridley believes it to have been a
fine specimen of the silver gray.—Lew
iston Sun.

